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ABSTRACT

Shanghai is a metropolitan city in China with a growing number of young people. While these young people enjoy the high
standard of living offered by the city, they are a re under intense pressure from their work, family and study. Many turn
to God and convert to Protestantism in a search for spiritual strength and to relieve this pressure. This has increased a need for
Protestant church architecture in Shanghai. However, the government and building developers are not willing to invest money
in the construction of such churches due to its single functional use. This leads to a small number of churches being built in
Shanghai hindering the developmentment of Chinese Protestantism.
The Protestant church complex in this project explores multiple possible functions of the building and encourages
government and building developers to see the value of Protestant church architecture. Moreover, instead of being limited to
a single function, diversified church architecture helps Protestantism become more firmly rooted in Chinese society and aid an
understanding of the universality of the Protestant faith. Good Protestant church architecture appeals to more worshippers.
My research focuses on literature about Protestant faith, the relationship between Protestant communities and Protestant
church architecture in China and its social use. An analysis of precedents in architecture is included to help me understand
existing forms of Protestant church architecture and how to combine them with religious and secular needs.
The outcome of this project is to create a new architectural form for the Protestant church: a Protestant church complex
providing both religious and social functions. The aim is to offer both a meaningful spiritual experience to Chinese Protestants
and a platform for the public to learn about the Protestant faith. A future vision of the project is to promote this new
architectural form to other Chinese cities and engender a flourishing of Chinese Protestantism.
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PREFACE

To me, Christianity has a special meaning. I spent a lot of time living with my grandfather and grandmother who were Catholics when I was a
small child. They would bring me to a Catholic church near my home on Sundays and this was when I came into contact with Christianity. They
often taught me about Christian philosiphy and gave me juvenile books of Bible stories to read, which had great influence on my thoughts.
By chance, I came to New Zealand to finish my Masters Degree. When first arrived, I had few friends and felt isolated and bored each day. In
the first month of my time in New Zealand, I was introduced to a Chinese Protestant church in Mt Roskill, Auckland by a friend. I would often
participate in group activities and worship and I made many Protestant friends in this place. My life started becoming much happier than it was
before. Joining my friends at the church makes me to get deep knowledge of Protestantism and its great value. Based on my interest in Chinese
Protestantism, I began to think about how I could design a Protestant church that met the needs of people in the Chinese context.
I decided to locate my church in Shanghai. There are many reasons why I chose Shanghai instead of my hometown for this project. Shanghai
is one of the most famous cities in China and it is much larger than my hometown. The population is very large in Shanghai and there is
a significant Protestant population. The project taking effect in the city of Shanghai may be an especially good location for my design as
architecture in Shanghai often influences the architecture in other parts of China, which is good for the development of Chinese Protestantism
nationwide. More importantly, Shanghai has a great impact on my choice of becoming a student of Architecture. I have been to Shanghai many
times and know this city well. I still remember the first time I came to Shanghai for the World Expo 2011. It was there I was amazed by the
stunning architecture from different countries at the Expo, and I fell in love with the subject because of this. I had the chance to do this project
to contribute to the development of Chinese Protestantism all thanks to this critical experience. Therefore, I chose this city and contributed my
efforts to realising a new form of Protestant church in China.
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Fig.1: The city of Shanghai
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INTRODUCTION|BACKGROUND

People in Shanghai are under pressure
Shanghai is one of China’s largest metropolitan cities with a prosperous fast-growing
economy. This prosperity appeals to thousands of Chinese graduates who move there
to work and live. The price of enjoying a higher standard of living and vast variety of
entertainment is that these young people typically bear heavy pressure from work, their
families and financial stress. A recent questionnaire from a popular Chinese website
showed people living in Shanghai experienced the highest proportion of pressure
compared with those living in other Chinese cities and from different age groups. People
aged 20-40 were more likely to feel pressured than those aged 40-50.1

Fig.2: Proportions of pressured people in Chinese cities (Table by author)

1 " 中 国 压 力 测 试 问 卷 ," Connect, 新 浪 网 , accessed August 14, 2019, http://news.sina.com.cn/
c/2006-08-07/184110654690.shtml.
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Fig.3: Proportions of pressured people in different ages (Table by author)

INTRODUCTION|BACKGROUND

The number of Christians in Shanghai is steadily rising
To tackle these high levels of stress, a rising number seek religion for support, emotional
release, to find meaning and community salvation. According to official statistics from the
Chinese government, when new China was established in 1949, there were an estimated
700,000 Christians in the country, representing 0.17% of the total 40 million population.
But in 2010, statistics showed that the number of Chinese Christians had risen to 2.3
million nationwide, occupying 1.8% of the population.2 There were 196,200 Chinese
Christians in the Shanghai district in 2008.3 According to a recent Shanghai Christian report,
the number of young Christians who work in Shanghai and come from other provinces in
China is steadily rising. Young men’s Christian associations in Shanghai have played a vital
role in Shanghai Christian congregations.4

Fig.4: Proportions of Chinese Christians in Chinese population (Table by author)

Fig.5: The number of Chinese Christians in different years (Table by author)

2 " 中国基督徒的规模和格局 ," Connect, 普世社会科学研究网 , accessed August 14, 2019, www.
pacilution.com/ShowArticle.asp?ArticleID=8861.
3 张化 , " 当前上海基督教研究报告 ," 普世社会科学研究网 , updated August 8, 2009, www.
pacilution.com/ShowArticle.asp?ArticleID=1972.
4 张化 , " 当前上海基督教研究报告 ,".
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INTRODUCTION|BACKGROUND

There is not enough Christian church architecture in Shanghai
Facing such huge religious and spiritual needs, the relative number of churches in China is
insufficient despite architecture experiencing remarkable development in contemporary
times. According to official Chinese statistics, in 2011 there were 130,000 Christian venues
authorised by the Chinese government. To the 130 million Chinese population, it meant 10
thousand people each in China owned a Christian venue. However in Taiwan, China, one
Christian venue was owned by 1350 people.5 In the USA, one venue was owned by 857
people. It is clear that for most Christians now, in China, it is difficult to find a venue to
hold congregations.

5 李光 , " 内地基督教堂数量调查：宗教供给稀缺现状暂难改观 ," 普世社会科学研究网 ,
updated March 17, 2011, http://www.pacilution.com/ShowArticle.asp?ArticleID=2861.

Fig.6: Proportions of the existing Christian venue can be provided
for a person in different countries (Table by author)
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INTRODUCTION|BACKGROUND

Architectural developers are not willing to building church architecture
During 2010 to 2016, the area of land available for construction in Shanghai was 145.7
km2.6 This was 2.3% of the total land area of Shanghai.7 It meant there was potentially
enough space to build church architecture. However, statistics in 2016 showed most of this
land was used for building industrial, recreational and residential architecture. Only a small
proportion of the total area of Shanghai is currently taken up by public service architecture,
including church architecture.8 Developers prefer to build office buildings and malls rather
than churches because commercial architecture has a higher profit value. This situation is
not only limited to Shanghai but is happening across the whole of China.

6 " 其实上海还有很多地 未来 2 年或迎来高峰期 ," Connect, 上海乐居网 , accessed August 27,
2019, https://sh.leju.com/news/2018-09-18/12526447678536471067278.shtml.
7 " 土 地 面 积 ," Connect, 上 海 市 人 民 政 府 , accessed August 14, 2019, www.shanghai.gov.cn/nw2/
nw2314/nw3766/nw3773/nw4834/u1aw334.html.
8 "2017 年上海统计年鉴 ," Connect, 上海统计 , accessed August 14, 2019, http://tjj.sh.gov.cn/tjnj/
nj17.htm?d1=2017tjnj/C1103.htm.
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Fig.7: The number of different architecture constructed in Shanghai in 2006 (Table by author)

INTRODUCTION|BACKGROUND

Fig.8: Barriers between Chinese Christians and the public (Photo by author)

Existing Christian church architecture in China is incompatible to Chinese society
Most of the existing Christian church architecture in Shanghai was designed by foreign architects who were not familiar with Chinese culture. Most was built over the last 100 years
and is now outdated in aesthetic terms. Over changing times these buildings feel incompatible with the modern, advanced and substantial city. This is not easily accepted by many
Chinese Christians, especially young people. Thus, this project seeks to advance a new type of Christian church architecture, one that better meets the needs of contemporary
Chinese Christians. It also seeks to create church architecture that provides for social service delivery within its spaces.
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INTRODUCTION|PROJECT OUTLINE

Project Outline
As a response to finding a new approach for Protestant church architecture to serve today’s
Chinese Protestants and the public and also to thrive in Chinese society, the following
research project attempts to create a new architectural form for Protestant churches in
Shanghai.
The project seeks to respond to the way Chinese Protestants and the public live in the
central commercial area of Shanghai. Protestants can have a positive experience in this
building through holding ceremonies, praying, listening to sermons, studying and having
lunch together and the general public also can also enjoy art, exhibitions, operas and even
religion in the space. In changing the way traditional Protestant churches are used, the
project offers not just an architecture but a multifunctional complex providing a social
service for Protestants and the wider population in central Shanghai.
The benefits of the approach lie not only in worshippers having a venue to pray in, but the
Protestant religion may become less mysterious to the local community through opening
up public activity in this space.

Fig.9: Project outline (Photo by author)
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INTRODUCTION|AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

Aims and Objectives
The project aims to change traditional closed and mysterious Protestant church architectural forms and move towards a more open space that coexists with a broad range of social
functions. The aim of the architecture is to create a platform for Protestants and the public living and working in central commercial areas of Shanghai. The church complex can
provide an innovative outlet for religious engagement and connection in a new, fused form of architecture and meaningful experience of life. The objective is to provide a Protestant
church complex combing religious and social functions, creating a peaceful, calm and restorative environment to soothe the soul. The spirit it delivers may have long-term impacts on
worshippers and the public who visit. Besides being accepted by young Chinese Protestants, the environment provided will be designed for all age groups in a single complex which is
highly efficient from a societal perspective.
In the future, this new form of Protestant church architecture may become popular in Chinese society for those who seek religious comfort or a mental haven. The complex will be
a place of religious, social and architectural value. With a view to breaking down the barrier between Protestants and the wider Chinese society, this building would enable more
Chinese people to feel the value of Protestantism and to realise religion can coexist with secular daily life.
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INTRODUCTION|RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Research Question
How can a new church architecture be formed combining Protestant and social service functions to enable a Protestant community to prosper in
China?

21

INTRODUCTION|SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS

Scope and Limitations
The project focuses specifically on Protestant church architecture and Chinese Protestant issues, not on all denominations of Christianity.
There are rare precedents of church architecture also providing social services such as theatres and galleries. Most Chinese church architecture is located privately and not open to
the public. As this is a newly developing form of Protestantism, it will take time for many Chinese Protestants to accept and adapt to this idea of combination, so its possibilities will
take time to be to be explored.
The project relies on and is limited to a summary of existing research relating to Chinese Protestant culture and parts of contemporary Protestant church architecture. However, there
is no literature about or precedent for the combination of Chinese Protestantism with social services. I must combine Chinese religious situations and architectural knowledge to
reach my final conclusion.
An architecture cannot speak its emotions, but a man who has a personal experience of it can tell. It is hard to measure the success of the project from the viewpoint of Chinese
Protestants when I am in New Zealand so it can only be known through opponents to the existing literature and the feelings generated by final drawings.
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INTRODUCTION|METHODS

Methods
My project focuses on researching two aspects: culture and
architecture.
From the cultural perspective, Protestantism and the social life
of people in Shanghai is the focus of my research. The definition,
evolution and theology of Protestantism help an understanding
of Protestant faith and how it affects the design of church
architecture. Protestant theology is also a foundation for the design
of my project. Moreover, a knowledge of the history of Chinese
Protestantism and how it adapted in Chinese culture and society
is necessary to better understand the development of Chinese
Protestantism and architecture. My project is about a complex
combining both religious and social functions so research into the
social life of people in Shanghai is necessary. Only knowing how
they act and think can help to make strategies in architecture.
The architectural aspect is separated into International and
Chinese parts. Comparison through both iteration and precedents
will be made between the two parts to find out what problems
are currently in Chinese Protestant church architecture and how
to make improvements. The project will explore the differences
between Catholic and Protestant church architecture to prevent
making denominational mistakes, and also provide research
into architectural requirements of churches and the relationship
between liturgy and architecture to support my design.
Drawing on conclusions and criticism from the analysis, the next
step is generating strategies that can be used in the project and
making models and sketches to test different possibilities. After
making decisions, rendering and hand-made models will be used to
highlight the atmosphere created by the designs.

Fig.10: Instructions of research methods (Photo by author)
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A SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE
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•Protestantism?
•Protestant church communities?
•Chinese Protestantism?
•Protestant church architecture?
•Chinese Protestant church architecture?
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LITERATURE SURVEY|PROTESTANTISM

Protestants
The Protestant faith, historically, was formed in response to the perceived abuses of power within the Roman Catholic Church during the late 15th -17th centuries in Northern Europe
and the British Isles. The "protests" came from those who identified as Anabaptist, Lutheran and Calvinist and were against both Catholic praxis and teaching.9 In the opinion of
Roman Catholics, all who claimed to be Christian but rejected Catholicism were defined as Protestants.10

Differences between Protestants and Catholics
On defining the nature of the Christian church, Protestants and Catholics have different views. The word "catholic" can mean "all-embracing". Catholic churches are led by the Pope
and Catholics think they are the only rightful church in the world. On the contrary, the Protestant churches that emerged from the Reformation do not constitute one unified church.
They have countless different denominations worldwide and these individual denominations are officially considered equal.11

Fig.11: Structures of Christian denominations (Photo by author)
9 "What Is Protestantism & Why Is it Important?," Connect, Christianity.com, accessed August 5, 2019, https://www.christianity.com/church/denominations/what-is-protestantism-why-is-it-important.html.
10 "Protestantism: CHRISTIANITY," Connect, ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA, August 5, 2019, https://www.britannica.com/topic/Protestantism.
11 "The main differences between Catholics and Protestants," Connect, Made for minds, accessed August 5, 2019, https://www.dw.com/en/the-main-differences-between-catholics-and-protestants/
a-37888597.
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LITERATURE SURVEY|PROTESTANTISM

Fig.12: The "Reformation" (Photo by author)
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LITERATURE SURVEY|PROTESTANTISM

The meaning of worship to Protestants
A central activity for Protestants is worship. For Protestants, the reason we worship God is He is God. We believe that God loves us first and we show our extravagant love and sheer
submission to Him. We must thank every thing God has done for us.12 Matthew 22:37: "Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind".
When people worship, the focus is not only limited to God. There are many things that are not godly but are worshipped such as sports teams, money, status. But all of these
affections are turned to God by biblical worship.13 God is unimaginable generosity, He chooses to respond to us, which is a promise. When we use our extreme submission and
extravagant love to worship Him, He will come and commune with us. It means God will be with us, not simply help lift the heavy load to make us feel great. Psalm 96:13 declares,
"Let all creation rejoice before the LORD, for He comes, He comes to judge the earth. He will judge the world in righteousness and the people in His faithfulness." In other words, it
is worthless just acting and expressing, shouting with our weak voices and lifting up our feeble hands if our hearts are not right with God. He will inspect your from within. Inviting
God to come into our hearts to inspect everything is our true worship. The promise is through worshipping God He will reveal the truth of our hearts according to our condition.14
A God-pleased worship should be transparent and unfeigned, with a pure and humble heart. Worship is a connection between the spirit or heart of the truth of God and his work of
redemption that is revealed in the Scriptures and the person of Jesus Christ.15 If we only acknowledge God's wealthiness, worship will be shallow. Psalm 96:5-6 says, "For all the gods
of the nations are idols, but the LORD made the heavens. Splendor and majesty are before him; strength and glory are in his sanctuary." Our worship should concentrate on thinking
of God as the Omnipresent, Omniscient, and Omnipotent and worthy, simply. It is not because God with His wealthiness can answer our prayers and meet our needs. Our focus of
practice of worship must be on God’s worthiness instead of his wealthiness.16
Worshipping in spirit is not about our physical posture but our innermost being. Several things are needed. First, we should be reborn and let the Holy Spirit reside within us. If not,
we have no acknowledgement of God and we are not able to respond to him. “No one knows the things of God except the Spirit of God” (Corinthians 2:11b). The Holy Spirit within
us energizes worship because He is in essence glorifying Himself, and all true worship glorifies God.17 Similarly, Delesslyn believes true worship has never been outward expressions
and acts of worship such as volunteering in children’s churches, the amount put in the offering basket or the songs the choir sings.18 John 4:23-24: “The nature of Christian worship is
from the inside out and has two equally important parts. We must worship “in spirit and in truth’“.19 All true worship is in "spirit and in truth", which means it happens on the inside,
in the heart and spirit of the worshippers.20 A spiritual discipline is the priority we should give to worship: honour with sheer submission and extravagant love is true worship.21 True
worship is where we place God on our list of priorities and who God is in our lives. It is we use our heart to express a lifestyle of holiness.22 Giving an exaggerated and extravagant love
to God is true worship. Status of worship must be a non-negotiable priority in our lives. If we cannot make this, we should live in excessive and extreme submission to Him.23 Worship
is an attitude of spirit. John 4:21: "Since it's an internal, individual action, it could/should be done most of the time (or all the time) in our lives, regardless of place or situation". Thus,
Christian worship should be constantly observed, every day. When we are together, the emphasis on individual worship must not be lost. In a congregation, participation needs to be
based on individual worship.24
12 Delesslyn A. Kennebrew, "What is true worship?," CHRISTIAN Bible Studies: TRANSFORMED BY THE TRUTH, updated November 6, 2012, https://www.christianitytoday.com/biblestudies/bibleanswers/spirituallife/what-is-true-worship.html?start=2.
13 Chris Collins, "Worship – A Biblical Definition," VERGE, updated August 8, 2019, https://www.vergenetwork.org/2014/05/07/worship-a-biblical-definition/.
14 Delesslyn A. Kennebrew, "What is true worship?,".
15 "Worship," Connect, Bible Study Tools: Grow deeper in the Word, accessed August 8, 2019, https://www.biblestudytools.com/dictionary/worship/.
16 Delesslyn A. Kennebrew, "What is true worship?,".
17 "What is the meaning of Christian worship?," Connect, Got Questions-Your Questions. Biblical Answers., accessed August 8, 2019, https://www.gotquestions.org/Christian-worship.html.
18 Delesslyn A. Kennebrew, "What is true worship?,".
19 Got Questions-Your Questions. Biblical Answers., "What is the meaning of Christian worship?.".
20 Bible Study Tools: Grow deeper in the Word, "Worship.".
21 Delesslyn A. Kennebrew, "What is true worship?,".
22 Delesslyn A. Kennebrew, "What is true worship?,".
23 Delesslyn A. Kennebrew, "What is true worship?,".
24 Got Questions-Your Questions. Biblical Answers., "What is the meaning of Christian worship?.".
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Fig.13: True worship
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The significance of the church community to Protestants
The word “church” is commonly used by people in six ways: the Christian body, the denomination,the hierarchy of priests or clergy, a meeting house or chapel, a gathering for
worship, and a venue for regular gathering of the flock.25
In Scripture, "church" never means "denomination". Many denominations exist, all were built and founded by someone other than Jesus. The church is not one of these. They are
separate "buildings" which the Lord did not build.26
Church is the body of Christ. The church is "one body" (Ephesians 4:4). This body has "many members" (1Corinthians 12:12). And most importantly, Christ is "the head of the body,
the church..." (Colossians 1:18). "For as the body is one and has many members, but all the members of that one body, being many, are one body, so also is Christ. For by one Spirit
we were all baptized into one body..." (1Corinthians 12:12-13a). According to this statement of Paul , a person is baptized into the church, the body of Christ, after he is baptized in
the name of Christ.27
Church is Christ’s Temple. According to 1Peter 2:4-8, Jesus used people, not wood or stone, to build his church. All those people who obey Christ in their faith and regard Christ as
the foundation of their lives become the "stones" of God's Temple. All of them are the church of Christ.28 The building is only the external structure housing the church. Others might
think of the programs that occur inside that building, particularly the service on either Saturday night or Sunday morning. Church is not just about dynamic preaching or a polished
music programme. It is life. Church is our connection with Christ's spirit and with each other. Church is more than just a community that gathers people together. Church is a place to
gain insight into God’s Spirit. Thus it is clear that the biblical term ‘ church’ does not mean building or cathedral but describes a group of people who are called for a special
purpose.29
Church can be Sunday school where children listen to stories from the Bible and learn life philosophy. Going to church can mean meeting new friends and attending youth groups,
and naturally church becomes a stable place to regularly meet these friends. Church, to some people, provides the only chance to talk about faith with others. Worshippers can
engage in the worship and listen to the sermon. Church is a place to help worshippers build a relationship with God. Going to church allows people to begin the week feeling fresh
and free and leaves them thinking about things in life that could be improved on. Church can also prompt people to actively seek God during the week. It refuels people for the week
and enables them to give all the worries of the past week to God, while thanking Him for the opportunities they have had.30

25 Ron Graham, "What is the Church?-and what does "church" mean?," simplybible.com-Australia, updated August 8, 2019, https://www.simplybible.com/f186-what-is-the-church.htm.
26 Ron Graham, "What is the Church?-and what does "church" mean?,".
27 Ron Graham, "What is the Church?-and what does "church" mean?,".
28 Karen Wingate, "What Is Church?," Karen Wingate-GRACE ON PARADE, updated March 25, 2014, https://karenwingate.com/church/.
29 Mike Blackwell, "The Church: What Is It?," Life Hope&Truth, updated August 8, 2019, https://lifehopeandtruth.com/change/the-church/the-church/.
30 Admin, "What does Church mean to you?," KEW BAPTIST CHURCH, updated March 18, 2015, https://kewbaptist.org.au/what-does-church-mean-to-you/.
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Fig.14: What a real church is

Admin made an acrostic poem to help understand the meaning of the word “church”:
C- Christ: he is the one who died on the cross for our sins and we come to worship.
H- Healing: we come broken and burdened and leave healed.
U- Unconditional love: Jesus shows it to us.
R- Repent: we come to God and ask forgiveness for our sins.
C- Community: all of us get together to praise Jesus.
H- Hope: we can grow and be nurtured within this Church.31

31 Admin, "What does Church mean to you?,".
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Although my project focuses on Protestant church community It is important to research both the history of Catholics and Protestants in China. This is because the Catholic faith has a
much longer history in China than Protestantism, and the history of Catholicism in China affects people’s attitudes to all Christians including Protestants. Moreover, Chinese Protestant
church architecture has been shaped by the history of the Catholic church in China.

Catholicism in ancient China
Compared with countries such as Korea and Japan that have a similar culture to China, Christianity in China had a difficult history. Catholicism, one denomination of Christianity,
was first introduced to China in 635 A.D in the Tang dynasty.32 It was named “Jing” by the ancient Chinese. Thinking in the Tang dynasty was deeply impacted by Chinese Taoism and
Confucianism, so the Jing religion was very foreign to Chinese people. After existing in the Tang dynasty for over 500 years, it was abolished by the Tang emperor around 1140.33 In
1275 A.D., Jing was revived in the Yuan dynasty through Italian explorer Marco Polo who made Catholicism more popular among the Chinese. Then Jing vanished again in 1368 with
the departure of the Mongolian Yuan dynasty and the start of the Ming dynasty.34 At the end of the Ming dynasty, with the development of global navigation, Western preachers were
able to bring Christianity back to China. In 1599, Catholics finally gained stablity through permission from the Chinese governor of a day to preach the Catholic faith in China.35 The
destiny of Chinese Catholicism changed in 1723. Due to arguments of manners between Qing governors and the Vatican, Catholics were banned in China by the Emperor.36

32 陶飞亚 , “中国近现代史与基督教 ,” 济南大学学报 28, no. 5 (2018): 40-53.
33 周进 , “上海近代基督教堂研究” (master’s thesis, 同济大学 , 2008). 216.
34 陶飞亚 , “中国近现代史与基督教 ,” 40-53.
35 陶飞亚 , “中国近现代史与基督教 ,” 40-53.
36 " 雍正眼光短浅，做了一个错误决策，让中国落后世界 300 年 !," Connect, 东方资讯 , accessed September 9, 2019, http://mini.eastday.com/mobile/171227164646642.html#.
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Protestantism in contemporary China
The prohibition provided an opportunity for the development of Protestantism, another
denomination of Christianity. Protestantism was first introduced in China in 1807. 37
However, early preaching activities were not successful because of Taoist and Confucians’
deep impact on Chinese culture. There were only three Chinese Protestants in China
till 1833 A.D. 38 In 1840, China became a semi-colonial country and this helped the
development of Protestantism. A rising number of foreign preachers came to China
and a lot of Chinese church architecture was built. The number of Chinese protestant
worshippers gradually grew. However, Protestants remained a small group in China and in
1949, wiith the establishment of new China, they numbered only 700 thousand.39

Fig.15: Timeline (Photo by author)

37 " 基督教历史及中国基督教历史 ," Connect, 中国政府门户网站 , accessed September 28, 2019,
http://www.gov.cn/test/2005-07/26/content_17214.htm.
38 于可 , “基督新教在中国的历史与现状 ,” 历史教学 , no. 1 (1991): 25-30.
39 中国政府门户网站 . “基督教历史及中国基督教历史 .”.
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Fig.16: The faith of "Tai ji" in Taoism

Fig.17: The faith of Confucianism

Fig.18: Popularity of Chinese Buddhism

Chinese Protestantism's failure to flourish
A main reason for the failure is a conflict of concepts. The invasion of foreign culture was always rejected by local people and the failure of the development of Protestantism in
China confirmed this.40 For thousands of years, Chinese understanding was influenced by Taoism, Confucianism and Buddhism. Protestant faith to some extent means a disavowal
of these Chinese traditional thoughts and most Chinese people cannot accept this, which often leads to the failure
of preaching.41 Another important reason is most Chinese people who were not Protestants rejected foreign religion. So they did not come to understand Protestant faith on their
own initiative.42 For the Protestant faith to better develop in China, it needs to engage more closely with the culture and appeal to the public.
40 杨剑龙 , " 冲突与接受 : 基督教文化与中国家族观念 ," 厦门大学学报 ( 社会科学版 ), no. 2 (2008): 28-35.
41 杨剑龙 , 厦门大学学报 ( 社会科学版 ), " 冲突与接受 : 基督教文化与中国家族观念 ," 320.
42 于可 , “基督新教在中国的历史与现状 ,” 25-30.
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The development of Chinese Protestantism in the 20th century
In the early 20th century, anti-Protestantism among Chinese grew as a part of the rising
anti-Western feeling, so preaching work was very tough and life endangering.43 In 1900,
many foreign preachers were killed and church architecture was ruined in a Chinese
patriotic campaign. In 1919, after the May 4th movement, Chinese rejection of Christianity
was raised to a new level. Many began making anti-Protestant statements through
periodicals and speeches and even appealed to the public to show violence towards
preachers.44 Chinese Protestantism did not prosper for decades.

Fig.19: The May 4th Movement in Beijing

43 于可 , “基督新教在中国的历史与现状 ,”, 25-30.
44 丁丽 , “近代以来基督教在中国的发展 ,” 理论界 , no. 11 (2011): 103-106.
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A turning point was coming
A small group of Chinese Protestants realised it was necessary to do something to change negative opinions about Protestantism and begin to understand and accept it.45 In 1950, in
order to help Chinese Protestantism develop, they started a religious revolution and immediately got positive response from Protestants nationwide.46 In 1954, 40 Chinese Protestant
leaders co-announced a declaration and established a patriotic organisation named the “Three-Self” Committee to unify controlling Chinese Protestant affairs.47 This activity aimed to
help Chinese Protestantism shed being considered a foreign religion to be accepted by more Chinese people.48

Protestant denominations were abolished in China
Before 1958, there were approximately 160 Protestant churches managed by Westerners. After the explosion of the Korean War, the Western managers left China and Chinese
Protestant churches lost control. Many Chinese churches succumbed to chaos and daily activities were affected. Chinese people had to decide to start a combined Sunday service
and boundaries between denominations became unclear. Luckily, Chinese people accepted this change easily because Chinese Protestantism had a shorter history and less impact
on the social structure than in Western countries. In the late 1970s, after many years of combined Sunday service, Protestant leaders finally decided to annul different denominations
of Protestantism. This meant all denominations were called Protestant in China and the management of church groups and architecture was unified. But the difference of faith
among denominations was respected and maintained.49 In 1980, the establishment of another organisation named the Chinese Christian Council represented the final success of the
combined Sunday service in China.50

Indigenisation of Protestant in China is not merely to recast the Protestant message into Chinese terms or forms
The tenet of the Three-Self Committee is a self-governing, self- supporting and self-propagating Chinese Church. The devolution of Protestantism in China actually consists of
missionary transiting to native leadership within an organised Protestant group to succeed sovereign self-determination and structural independence on the part of the Chinese party.
This involves the transition of power and control so it is not entirely inappropriate to call it a political indigenisation. By this definition, a Chinese church does not consist in the mere
presence of Chinese church members or workers. Protestantism in China from the very start has been a Sino-Western cooperative enterprise.51

Explanation of mandarin words related to protestants
Because of combined Sunday service, Chinese protestants have no denominations. It seems inappropriate to use English words to describe Chinese clergy because it may lead to
misunderstanding and disagreement. Mandarin words will be used to describe Protestantism. These are translations and explanations:
主教 - Zhujiao - bishop
牧师 - Mushi - priest, pastor, minister, clergyman, clergy
长老 - Zhanglao - elder
45 于可 , “基督新教在中国的历史与现状 ,”, 25-30.
46 " 两会简介 ," Connect, 中国基督教网站 , accessed September 28, 2019, http://www2.ccctspm.org/quanguolianghui/lianghuijianjie.html.
47 中国政府门户网站 . “基督教历史及中国基督教历史 .”.
48 阚保平 , " 关于中国基督教教堂建筑中国化问题的探讨 ," 天风 , no. 7 (2014): 11-13.
49 中国基督教网站 , " 两会简介 .".
50 于可 , “基督新教在中国的历史与现状 ,”, 25-30.
51 David Cheung, Christianity in Modern China : The Making of the First Native Protestant Church (Boston: BRILL, 2003), 414.
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Chinese Protestant is jointly controlled by two organisations
In 1991, The China Christian Council was readmitted to the World Council of Churches at a meeting held in Canberra, Australia. In November 1989, it was decided that the ThreeSelf Committee would concentrate on resisting overseas interference in the church, whilst the China Christian Council would look after church affairs. The emphasis would now be
on “theological reconstruction” and “running the church well.” Since the former leader’s retirement in 1997, the Three- Self Committee and the China Christian Council have had
separate leadership, but they still operate as two parallel organizations and hence are usually referred to as “two hands on the one body” or simply “lianghui” (the two committees).
It is very difficult to discern any tangible difference between the two either in function or in policy. The two committees have national and local ones and they deal with different
affairs. The national ones have the highest power for decision and usually deal with important affairs such as clergy’s designation and abolishment. The local ones are controlled by
the national ones and usually deal with local affairs.52

The requirements and process of designation of Chinese Protestant clergy
There are strict rules for clergy’s designation:
A man who wants to become a Zhujiao must have a bachelor or postgraduate degree and more than ten years experience of being a Mushi. A candidate of Zhujiao is
first selected by a local Three-Self Committee and the China Christian Council and then be approved by more than two thirds of these members.
A man who wants to become a Mushi needs to receive an official education in Theology. If he has a bachelor or postgraduate degree, he needs to have at least two
years working experience in churches. If he has Diploma of Theology or degrees from Biblical colleges, he needs to have at least three years working experience in
churches.
A man who wants to become a Zhanglao needs to have high school or higher degrees and over five years service experience in churches.
A certified preacher need to have had education inTheology or received over one- year training, and he must be admitted by national or local Three-Self Committees
and China Christian Councils.
A man who wants to become a teacher in Theological colleges needs to receive formal education in Theology and have working experience in churches. Students
need to have at least one year working experience in churches before graduating from Theological colleges and getting bachelors degrees. If they want to graduate
from Biblical colleges and get diploma degrees, they need to have at least two years working experience in churches. A man who has taught in theological colleges for
over one year can apply to become a Mushi.53

52 John Craig William Keating, A Protestant Church in Communist China : Moore Memorial Church Shanghai 1949–1989 (Bethlehem, Pa. : Lehigh University Press, 2012), 331.
53 中国基督教网站 . “中国基督教教会规章 .” Last modified 2012, http://www2.ccctspm.org/quanguolianghui/jiaohuiguizhang.html.
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Definition of church architecture
In the past, church architecture was often the most prominent architectural edifice in a social community, and Protestants were happy to be patrons of church architecture because
it stated their faith and affirmed their world view. Church architecture reflects an old community's fabric through the social hierarchy and aspiration of the institution housed within
it. However, today things have changed. Modern church architecture serves to form and improve Protestant worship in a way that honors God. Churches now are not only buildings
shaped and crafted for the special purpose of corporate communion with God, but also to respond to the larger culture of the surroundings as architectural works of art. Through
the means of art, the relationship between larger transcendent constants and the immanent issues we confront in our daily lives is revealed. It gives a meaningful setting to our daily
spiritual and social interactions.54

Evolution of Protestant church architecture
Typically, church architecture is linked to historical, economic and political events almost regardless of denominations.55
With the reformation of Protestant theology and the popularity of modernist architecture, the aesthetics of Protestant church architecture have changed a lot. It is no longer
mysterious and untouchable but comprehensive and compatible. The advance of architectural technology makes diversity possible in church architecture. After the second World
War, Western church architecture transitioned into a versatile modern design context.56
Church architecture reflects the faith of Protestantism. For example, the prospering of Gothic church architecture reflected the thoughts and faith of European churches intended
to hold power and be the first in the Middle Ages. Towering churches overlooked the whole city and this symbolized the elevated status of the Church. However most Protestant
church architecture nowadays has abandoned exaggerated volume because the faith has changed among Protestants. Today’s Protestants maintain Jesus came to our world not as a
lord, but in the character of a servant, so his mission was to serve humanity instead of being served. Protestant church architecture needs to be human-sized and harmonious within
context to reflect the humble and welcoming spirit.57

54 Daniel Lee, "Christian Architecutre From a Protestant Perspective," The Catholic Liturgical Library, updated August 5, 2019, http://www.catholicliturgy.com/index.cfm/FuseAction/ArticleText/Index/65/
SubIndex/116/ArticleIndex/25.
55 Eszter Baku, "Theory and Practice: Protestant Church Architecture between the Two World Wars," ResearchGate, January 2016, https://www.researchgate.net/publication/316881085_THEORY_AND_
PRACTICE_Protestant_Church_Architecture_between_the_Two_World_Wars.
56 朱友利 and 李浈 , " 论中国当代基督教建筑的现代性 ," 华中建筑 , no. 5 (2019): 15-18, https://doi.org/10.13942/j.cnki.hzjz.2019.05.005.
57 阚保平 , 天风 , " 关于中国基督教教堂建筑中国化问题的探讨 ,", 11-13.
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The relationship between liturgy and church architecture
Protestant traditions show a rich history of the relationship between liturgy and church architecture. It can be traced back well before the appearence of Christianity to the origins of
Jewish worship. The term “liturgy” means "public service" or "work of the people" in Greek and has been used as a description of Christian worship for a long time. Today, Catholic
churches are often defined as “liturgical” while Protestant churches are defined as “non-liturgical”, depending on whether they use a scripted liturgy. In the most basic sense, all
churches are liturgical because liturgy is purely the events' sequences in church services. All services have a similar structure including the welcome, opening prayer, hymn singing,
sermon, closing prayer, dismissal, etc..58

Architectural differences between Protestant and Catholic churches
Even though there is no big difference in liturgical requirement between Catholic and Protestant church architecture, differences between them are identifiable. Catholicism
developed a tradition in the Middle Ages that a church or cathedral should inspire some of the awe and majesty of God Himself. Now, if God is omniscient, omnipotent, etc., then
one might ask: How can puny humans develop anything worthy of God? Of course they can’t, if God is infinite, but it reflects the attitude “No expense is too great in the evoking of
God.” Therefore, the more gold, the better. The more stained glass, the better. The fancier the costumes, the better. The more expensive a cathedral, the better.59 Catholic church
architecture often presents seven solemn rites, including sacraments: holy orders, baptism, penance, confirmation, matrimony, the Eucharist and extreme unction on walls and
windows. Catholics believe God and Jesus created these sacraments to confer His grace through them. The Protestant denominations, particularly Calvinist, went in the opposite
direction; they observed not so much the greatness of God the Father surrounded by his angels… but instead they recalled the simplicity and poverty of Jesus and the apostles.
Therefore, certain Protestant denominations… Calvinist, Quaker, Amish… came up with a concept of “Plainness.” As Jesus was plain in his wardrobe and meals, the philosophy was
that Christians should be plain as well. Most Protestant churches are somewhere in between. Meeting houses have some Christian symbols, notably the cross, but not palaces of gold
and marble. Yet not all denominations emphasize plainness as much as the Quaker meeting house.60

58 Jennifer Freeman, "Architecture and liturgy," Khan Academy, updated August 8, 2019, https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ap-art-history/early-europe-and-colonial-americas/medieval-europeislamic-world/a/architecture-and-liturgy.
59 Brian Overland, "What are the differences between the architectures of Catholic and Protestant Church buildings?," Quora, updated January 20, 2018, https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-differencesbetween-the-architectures-of-Catholic-and-Protestant-Church-buildings.
60 Brian Overland, "What are the differences between the architectures of Catholic and Protestant Church buildings?,".
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Architectural Requirements for Protestant Worship
Ruskin had defined architecture as “the art which so disposes and adorns the edifices raised by man, for whatever uses, that the sight of them may contribute to his mental health,
power and pleasure”. The form of Protestant church buildings are decided not by theological terms from references or even by congregations' physical and practical requirements,
but by the generalized standards of aesthetics, memories, truth, and etc, which appeal to lovers with true and beautiful tastes. The distinctive value of Protestant church architecture
is primarily its aesthetic appeal.. The challenge faced by architects in Protestant church design is to keep insights about the church's functions and the nature of its worship with
permanent truth when providing artistic expression which will justify the aesthetic and emotional needs.61
Protestant worship differs significantly between denominations and cultures but have basics in common: the tenets of the Cross and the Resurrection of Christ. Protestantism
supports that God plays an active role in the history and the life of people. Many days of observance are commemorated as a celebaration to respond to God’s intervention and
interaction. Other days of occasional observance are settled on Sundays traditionally and are normally based on a lectionary or calendar year of a denomination.62
There are some necessary requirements for Protestant church architecture according to different activities:
Instruction: Most Protestant churches have religious instructions that require potential members to participate in classes that often include Bible and doctrine study and a short
history about the denomination and the church.
Baptism: traditions of the sacramenrt often differ significantly between denominations. They can vary from “sprinkling” water onto individuals from baptismal fonts, to pouring water
on the head of individuals, to full immersion of bodies in baptistry or baptismal pools.
BURIAL RITUALS: The services for a traditional funeral are held after the death of an individual, which may include preaching and graveside or interment service. For those families
and friends who are unable to attend formal services, memorial services are another appropriate way to offer a grief ministry to them. Services may have differences based on
different customs and the faith background among denominations, ethnicities and cultures.
The Trinity: The Trinity is the basic underlying belief of Christianity. It defines there is only one God who consists of three persons: God the Holy Spirit, God the Father, and God
the Son. God is depicted as one due to the same essence of each person in the Trinity. Christians think that the concept of the Trinity is shown implicitly in the Old Testament
and becomes explicit in the New Testament. The classic definition of the Trinity is that God is one in essence and three in person. This seeming paradox has had many different
explanations. For example, water has three forms in physics, gas, liquid and solid, but it only has one chemical formula. Ice, water, and steam all share the same makeup but they
have three different functions. Similarly, God the Holy Spirit, God the Father, and God the Son have the same essence but function in distinct roles. Ultimately, however, instead being
a provable fact, the belief in the Triune God, the three-in-one, is a confession and a statement of faith. God is Creator (Father), Redeemer (Son), and Sustainer (Holy Spirit). These
explanations to the Trinity are to be reflected in church architecture.63

61 Victor Fiddes, The Architectural Requirements of Protestant Worship (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1961), 119.
62 "Protestant Christianity," Catholic Conference of Kentucky, Ecumenical Committee, accessed August 15, 2019, http://ccky.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/Protestant-Christianity.pdf.
63 Ecumenical Committee, "Protestant Christianity.".
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Architectural components that are needed in modern Protestant church architecture
Many modern Protestant congregations have abandoned or changed some traditional design features. The following nine things have been modified but maintained in contemporary
Protestant church architecture:
The first is the steeple. It is important in church architecture from both an aesthetic and functional perspective. The vertical lines of the steeple help to strengthen the lines of
the church visually, directing the viewers’ eyes vertically to the heavens. Steeples give church architecture, usually short and squat, an aesthetically pleasing feature which improves
the harmony of the design. Steeples can be a landmark to help people to find the church. Due to the importance of the steeple in church architecture, most modern architects
will retain or use a new way to interpret it. The second are church bells mainly used to mark the time for worshipper and, in olden times, to warn people of fire or an approaching
army. Even though church bells have lost functional value in most circumstances, many churches still include them in architecture as Christian symbols. The third is the nave, an area
connecting the entrance and the pulpit in the church. The fourth is the chancel that is often a raised platform where the pastor and choir are located. The chancel and the nave area
are not architecturally distinct. The fifth is the baptistry. Baptisms in olden times were applied in an architectural space that was close to or connected with the main church. In
most modern church architecture, there are special baptistry pools built in the chancel areas. The sixth is the communion table that is in the chancel for clergy to use. The seventh
are stained glass windows that were used to create “heavenly lights” that symbolised the presence of God. Stained glass is used much more in Gothic style architecture and rarely
seen in a modern Protestant church. The eighth is the pulpit that is a raised platform or lectern from which the preacher delivers a sermon. After the Reformation, the pulpit now is
repositioned at the centre of the sanctuary to show the centrality of the word of God. The last is the crucifix. Unlike Catholic churches that depict the cross with an image of the
suffering Jesus, most Protestant churches choose a bare cross reflect ing the belief that Jesus was risen from the dead.64
Most modern sects require spaces for religious education to be included in the community church.65

64 Joe Carter, "9 Things You Should Know About Church Architecture ," TGC-The Gospel Coalition, updated March 24, 2015, https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/article/9-things-you-should-know-aboutchurch-architecture/.
65 "Religious architecture," Connect, ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA, accessed August 8, 2019, https://www.britannica.com/topic/architecture/Religious-architecture.
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Church architecture in the eyes of the Chinese
Chinese Protestants have large respect for church architecture. The form of church architecture to some extent meets
their spiritual needs because Chinese Protestants can feel
the sense of belonging and identity in the building. Besides, spaces in church architecture can be seen as an expression of current social lives in China. Protestant church architecture
is also a venue for the convention of worship and a new acknowledgement of church spaces is the rebirth of this Protestant tradition.66
For those Chinese people who are not Protestants, what concerns them are the shapes of church architecture and its impacts on the neighbourhood. The visual element in church
architecture is a thrill experienced by pedestrians and this thrill will generate curiosity to investigate the internal spaces and religious activities of the church. This can induce people
to get close to the Protestant faith. Church architecture is a symbol of culture. Interesting church architecture in a city enhances its reputation and can increase tourism.67

The development of Chinese Protestant church architecture
Difficult conditions, in the mid 19th centurty meant most Chinese Protestants were only able to rent Chinese traditional residential houses as assembly venues. Some wealthier
Protestants built a small scale church. At the end of the 19th century, a cultural campaign changed this situation and helped the development of Chinese church architecture. During
thev1920s, Chinese church architecture grew with the establishment of some Chinese Protestant church schools.68 Existing Chinese church architecture has been maintained since
the beginning of the 20th century.69

Problems faced by Chinese Protestant church architecture
From the 1960s, western Protestants had started using multiple architectural forms such as modernism and abstractionism to present the Protestant faith. But in Chinese cities and
counties, contemorary Protestant church architecture in pseudo-Gothic style was still the most popular choice. It is odd that Chinese Protestants always attempt to localise Western
Protestantism as a new Chinese face to the public, but Chinese Protestant church architecture does not. After all, church architecture reflects the faith. The image of Protestantism as
“a Western religion” has been deeply rooted in Chinese people’s thoughts for hundreds of years and it is natural for them to believe Protestant church architecture would be in the
Gothic style.70 However, if Protestants wish Chinese Protestantism to become a real Chinese religion, it must combine with Chinese culture. Architecture is an important reflection of
culture. Chinese Protestant church architecture needs to abandon the traditional Western look and include Chinese characters.71 In addition, this church architecture with traditional
Western styles is not suitable for the combined Sunday service in China. Although no denomination exists for Chinese Protestants they keep their differences in liturgy. A Chinese
Protestant church architecture must meet the different needs of denominational liturgy. Traditional church architecture apparently cannot do this.72 Using modern architectural
technologies and materials to imitate old architectural forms and structures is an unwise choice because it brings lots of problems. First, it costs unnecessary money and resources.
Second, modern technologies and materials in old architectural forms and structures do not work well and disobey modern architectural principles. Third, rigid church architecture
ignores the relationship between the architecture and the context, which causes practical and cognitive problems.73
66 谢居宸 and 吴尧 , " 以无锡教堂为例谈教堂建筑的意义与应用 ," 山西建筑 , no. 3 (2017): 3-5.
67 谢居宸 and 吴尧 , " 以无锡教堂为例谈教堂建筑的意义与应用 ,", 3-5.
68 " 基督教建筑的中国化 ," Connect, 百度文库 , accessed September 10, 2019, https://wenku.baidu.com/view/50a3a4325e0e7cd184254b35eefdc8d376ee1489.html.
69 阚保平 , 天风 , " 关于中国基督教教堂建筑中国化问题的探讨 ,", 11-13.
70 朱友利 and 李浈 , 华中建筑 , " 论中国当代基督教建筑的现代性 ,", 15-18.
71 阚保平 , 天风 , " 关于中国基督教教堂建筑中国化问题的探讨 ,", 11-13.
72 朱友利 and 李浈 , 华中建筑 , " 论中国当代基督教建筑的现代性 ,", 15-18.
73 朱友利 and 李浈 , 华中建筑 , " 论中国当代基督教建筑的现代性 ,", 15-18.
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Trends of contemporary Chinese Protestant church architecture
China today is entering an era of free and diversified development, and this provides a wider platform for architectural design. Although most Chinese Protestant church architecture
retains a pseudo-Gothic style, good, modern design is appearing in different cities. A rising number of Chinese architects in recent years have started realising the importance of
practical function, the relationship between architecture and context, and the future vision in the design of church architecture. Many of them know how to follow the footprint of
Protestant history to abandon those outdated and unchanged prototypes and use their own understanding to mix Chinese characters into church architecture. This widens design
possibilities and allows architects to concentrate on the expression of different spatial spirits and sacred experience, which is good for the development of Chinese Protestantism.74
Modern Chinese Protestants are re-evaluating the targets that church architecture focuses on. They believe Protestant church architecture should not be limited to only religious
functions, it should also offer social services to the public and be put in an important position architecturally. Through doing this, Chinese Protestantism will survive in the Chinese
social context and continue to flourish in the future. A growing trend of architectural design in China sees the Chinese Protestant church providing multiple functional uses.75
The Protestant church in Wuxi is a good example. Wuxi is a typical Chinese city with a tradition of Protestant combined Sunday service. It is also an important commercial city where
many Chinese and foreign businessmen live and work. People from different denominational Protestant faith generate different llturgical requirements. In order to meet these needs
architects considered all the necessary components of denominations when they designed the Wuxi church. The church staff manage the timetable each week to enable people of
different Protestant faith to use the church together or at different times.76

74 朱友利 and 李浈 , 华中建筑 , " 论中国当代基督教建筑的现代性 ,", 15-18.
75 江苏省无锡市基督教堂 , " 一堂多用 共促和谐 ," 天风 , no. 7 (2012): 28-29.
76 江苏省无锡市基督教堂 , " 一堂多用 共促和谐 ,", 28-29.
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Concluding statement
It can be concluded from the research:
-Protestant church architecture differs from Catholic church architecture in some of its architectural requirements and these requirements need to be met in this project.
-In China, there is only one Protestantism without denominations. So the denominational influences on form of Protestant church architecture can be ignored in my project.
-Worship is one of the most important parts of Chinese Protestants' lives, which means the design of the assembly space in the church is one of the vital elements in my project.
-Protestantism is a faith that emphasises the spiritual connection between worshippers and God. Thus, the design of my project needs to focus on creating spaces which are uplifting
and promote connections with divine.
-The design of the church spaces need to establish a Protestant community is like another family for Protestants.
-The churches in China are funded by the Chinese government, and it makes decisions via two committees which are established by the Chinese governemtn. This certainly needs to
be considered in this project.
-Protestant church architecture needs to be designed based on the requirements of liturgy and Protestant faith.
-There are problems with existing Chinese Protestant church architecture and some churches are exploring ways to modify existing church spaces to make them more multiple
functional.
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One Chinese contemporary Catholic church architecture (in Shanghai), three Chinese contemporary Protestant church architecture (two
in Shanghai and one in Xiamen), one Chinese modern Protestant church architecture (in Shanghai), and two famous contemporary
Protestant church architecture (one in Japan and the other in Denmark).
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Conditions of church architecture in Shanghai
Shanghai has the most Protestant churches of any Chinese city. Many renowned, talented local and foreign architects designed Protestant churches and have left a large legacy
there. As Shanghai was turned into a Treaty Port after 1843, it quickly became the centre of the Protestant missions in China and boasted as many as 771 churches at one time.
Nowadays there are more than 300 churches in Shanghai in both old and new condition. Many of them are under constant repairs and reconstruction. Large scale, significant
churches are situated mostly on street corners in downtown Shanghai, usually with remarkable bell towers. Those of medium and small scale are often on the roadside, with
central naves perpendicular to the street enabling the main entrances to stand out as facades. The roadside church architecture can be divided into three types: those with a
front courtyard, those with a receding square, and those immediately close to a street. (The type with a front courtyard is one that has a distinctive Chinese character. It differs from
Western church architecture that seldom has walls. There are usually walls to separate these churches from the nearby buildings).77

77 "Outstanding churches of Shanghai," Culture Shock, Unknown, accessed September 13, 2019, http://www.culture-shock-tours.com/blog/outstanding-churches-of-shanghai.
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Fig.20: Jing Yi Tang

Fig.21: Holy Trinity Cathedral

Old Photos of Churches in Shanghai
Fig.22: St Joseph's Church

Fig.23: St Ignatius Cathedral

Fig.24: Tian An Tang
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Fig.25: Moore Memorial Church
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Fig.26: Old photos of the main elevation of Jing Yi Tang

Fig.27: A glass with a Western style in Jing Yi Tang

The first public Catholic church architecture in Shanghai,
The oldest surviving church in China
Jing Yi Tang, Unknown architect, Shanghai China, 1640
Introduction

Jing Yi Tang is popularly known by Chinese people as "the old Catholic Church" or "Jing Yi
church". The meaning of the word "Jing Yi" is ‘revere the one’. It is the oldest church that
survives from the 17th century, in the classical Chinese style. It was originally built as a
private residential house of Pan Yunduan, a high ranking Chinese officer. According to the
Legends, it had the requisite decoration with gilded designs and alabaster carvings. This
timber house was later turned into a Catholic church by Francesco Brancati, an Italian
Jesuit missionary who reached China in 1640.78 The small church had a floor area of only
200m2. It was a ompletely traditional Chinese building with a saddle roof, even though
there was a Western pediment at the entry of the building. The interior combined Chinese
furnishings and Western decoration such as the glass in doors and windows.79 A tendency
towards social borrowing in China might contribute to such eclecticism and its aim was to
win over the Chinese public in the 17th century.80

Fig.28: A new picture of an Elevation of Jing Yi Tang

78 " 敬一堂，中国最早的教堂 ?," Connect, 豆瓣 , accessed September 1, 2019, https://www.douban.
com/note/587065005/.
79 周进 , “上海近代基督教堂研究” (master’s thesis, 同济大学 , 2008). 216.
80 Culture Shock, "Outstanding churches of Shanghai.".
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A Christian church architecture should have characters
From an architectural perspective, Jing Yi Tang, as Christian church architecture, is
too “Chinese”. It does not read as a church because it has no Christian architectural
characteristics in its building forms. Typical Christian church architecture has distinctive
Christian symbols such as altar cross, triangular shapes, rose windows or Biblical
decorations. People can easily tell it is a church from these symbols. For example, in
the two buildings, (right) people would definitely think the right hand one is a Christian
church rather than the left. This is because general knowledge of culture controls our
understanding.81 People more readily accept church architecture that incorporates
Christian symbols.

Conclusions

Fig.29: The importance of Christian symbols in a church architecture

At least one Christian symbol such as an altar cross, triangular shapes, rose windows, or
Biblical decoration should be included in my project.

81 Mark Schaller and Christian S. Crandall, The psychological foundation of culture (Mahwah, N.J.:
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004), 394.
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The earliest Protestant church architecture only for Chinese
Protestants
Xin Jie Tang, Unknown architect, Xiamen China, 1848
Introduction
Xin Jie Tang is a Protestant church in Xiamen, China. The existing building
was restored and finished in 1935.82 It can contain 350-400 people in
the assembly space.83 The building is in the Parthenon style with classic
three-section structures: the base, the columns, and the triangular roof.
The architect worried it did not look like a Christian church and he added a
hexagonal bell tower and cross on the top of the building.

Fig.30: The main elevation of Xin Jie Tang

82 " 新街堂 ," Connect, 百度百科 , accessed September 2, 2019, https://baike.baidu.
com/item/%E6%96%B0%E8%A1%97%E5%A0%82/475023?fr=aladdin.
83 德先生 , " 厦门新街堂简史 ," 新浪博客 , updated January 24, 2010, http://blog.
sina.com.cn/s/blog_4eccea590100hi1l.html.
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Triangular shapes
In the history of architecture, Christian architecture was always located in an important
position in cities and was an anchor in urban planning.84 For example, Buddhist and Taoist
temples were usually located in the centre of cities in ancient China, convenient for people
to reach to hold commercial and worship activities during Festivals. Today this tradition has
become an important Chinese culture called “Miao Hui”.85 Similarly, in Western countries,
most cities and towns were developed based on Christian church architecture, especially
the time when Christianity was prevalent in the Middle Ages.86
Here is an amusing test: When you see white paper with a black dot, I am sure that your
attention is on the dot instead of the white paper. People always pay more attention to a
thing’s difference.87 This is the trick that the architect used in the design of Xin Jie Tang.
The relationship between Xin Jie Tang and the surrounding buildings is just like the dot and
the white paper. Xin Jie Tang’s triangular roofs and sheer column patterns contrast with the
rectangular patterns of the surrounding buildings. This seduces people into focussing on
the architecture.

Fig.31: White paper with a black dot (Photo by author)

Conclusions
A contrast of architectural forms between the church architecture and the context is
needed in my project.

84 Rudolf Stegers, Sacred Buildings: A Design Manual (Berlin, Walter de Gruyter GmbH, 2008), 11-12.
85 高有鹏 and 孟芳 , “简论庙会文化的基本功能与基本特种 ,” 河南师范大学学报 : 哲学社会
科学版 , no. 6 (1995): 109-112.
86 Rudolf Stegers, Sacred Buildings, 11-12.
87 Jonathan M. Fawcett, Evan F. Risko, and Alan Kingstone, the handbook of attention (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2015), 695.
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Fig.32: Contrast of the patterns of the triangular roof and columns with the context(Photo by author)
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The only waterside church in downtown Shanghai
New Tian An Tang(New Union Church), W.M.Dowdall architect,
Shanghai China, 1886
Introduction
New Tian An Tang is one of the three buildings that survive from the 19th
century in the northern Bund area of Shanghai and it belonged to the British
London Church in comtemporary times.88 This church was built for the needs
of the great majority of foreign Protestants in Shanghai. It was originally located
in Renji Hospital, the first Western hospital in Shanghai, on Shandong Road in
1864 but was pulled down for the expansion of the Hospital. After that, it was
moved to a new base near Suzhou Creek and finished in 1886.89 New Tian An
Tang is late Romanesque style architecture with Gothic influences and has four
independent architectural volumes sequenced on the two sides of the road. It
has a classic cross plan and features a single -level brick-and- timber structure.90

Fig.33: A photo of New Tian An Tang

88 " 新天安堂 ," Connect, 新浪博客 , accessed September 13, 2019, http://blog.sina.com.
cn/s/blog_16692a31b0102x5fc.html.
89 Unknown, "Outstanding churches of Shanghai.".
90 " 百 年 历 史 建 筑 新 天 安 堂 和 新 天 安 堂 公 寓 ," Connect, 新 浪 博 客 , accessed
September 13, 2019, http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_51ec9abf0101o2da.html.
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Fig.34: The unconnected architectural volumes (Photo by author)

Fig.35: Architectural volumes of New Tian An Tang with a unified red color

Disconnection of circulations
From the other side of the shore, it is easy to distinguish the church unit and the
neighbouring buildings by their colours and sheer roofs. The four volumes of the
church have unified architectural forms that are all red walls and blue roofs. However,
each volume has its own circulation, not connecting with each other. This brings
problems for functional use. For example, if people want to move from the assembly
space to the dining space, they need to go outside first and then enter another
building. If people want to go to the residential space they need to cross the street.
The separation of architectural volumes and a disconnection of movement and
circulation generates discomfort in users.

Conclusions
Architectural volumes and circulation should be connected in my project.
Fig.36: A hand drawing of New Tian An Tang (Photo by author)
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One of the most advanced Protestant churches in modern Shanghai
Moore Memorial Church, Laszlo Hudec architect, Shanghai China,
1887
Introduction
Moore Memorial Church is one of the most successful cases of the transition from
a Romanesque style with Gothic influences to a local style given the scarcity of
Western church architecture in Shanghai. It took five years for the construction of
the building and was finished in 1931. The church belonged to the U.S. Methodist
Episcopal Church and now is mainly used by Chinese Protestants and the public.
The current version of the building is designed by Laszlo Hudec.91 Its floor plan is
a parted cross with slight variations and the structure is brick-and-timber. Because
the l building is located in the centre of the city providing multiple social services
such as kindergarten, evening school, primary school, girls’ school, social welfare,
charity, sports, and medicine, Moore Memorial Church was called "the social club
of Shanghai".92 Nowadays Mu En Tang has become an important place for religious
and social connection in Shanghai.93 Mu En Tang can be regarded as a good example
of a church complex combining Protestant and social functions.

Fig.37: A bird view of Moore Memorial Church in the downtown of Shanghai

91 Unknown, "Outstanding churches of Shanghai.".
92 Zhiming Zhang, " 沐恩堂介绍 ," 个人图书馆 , updated May 21, 2019, http://www.360doc.
com/content/19/0521/06/58369922_837167622.shtml.
93 " 沐 恩 堂 ," Connect, Website on architectural conservation, accessed September 13, 2019,
http://www.aibaohu.com/buildings/Detail.aspx?id=2634.
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Fig.38: Analysis of master plan of Moore Memorial Church (Photo by author)
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Analysis
The site area is 1347m2 and the total area of the building is 3138.5m2. Unlike New Tian An Tang, Moore Memorial Church has six connected architectural spaces and circulation
between them is well designed. The building is situated in a commercial area of Shanghai and two sides face the crowded streets. The main elevation of the building faces a city
park. The architect considered the main entrance of the building as primarily for the public. The second entrance is for worshippers and staff who want more privacy, so he located
the main entrance to face the busy, noisy main street and the second entrance to face a quieter street. He also designated a space in front of the main entrance as an open square
for people to gather. The second entrance also has a square but half is enclosed by architectural volumes to keep it private. The assembly space is in the central space of the building
and can hold over one thousand people. There are four four-floor volumes located at each corner of the central area as social service functions. The most striking is the rectangular
high tower situated in the southwestern corner of the central volume. Such planning has four advantages: firstly, a specific function can be centralised in a single architectural space
and this improves the efficiency of use. Secondly, people in the four cornered areas can enter the assembly space directly avoiding unnecessary movement. Thirdly, the assembly
space being in the centre of the building highlights the main use of this architecture. Lastly, the separation of public spaces and private spaces is clear. The main elevation facing a
park where people have wider views helps to showcase Protestant faith to the public, and the isolation of the second entrance protects worshippers’ privacy.
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Conclusions
A recessed square is needed in my project to deal with the gathering of people. There should be a main elevation for Protestant church architecture visible to the public. The private
and public spaces need to be separated and the privacy of Protestant worshipppers needs to be protected. When there are streets with different levels surrounding the church,
the public areas should be set beside the main street and the private areas should be set beside secondary streets or lanes. The assembly space can be situated in the centre to
emphasise its importance and it can also connect with other functions.
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A newly built Protestant church architecture in Shanghai
New Bund District Church, Iñaki Ábalos and Renata
Sentkiewicz architects, Shanghai China, 2018
Introduction
It is situated at the southern corner of the entry from the old city area to
the new urban development of New Bund. This special location brings the
project into accordance with urban planning. The natural gateway of the
site faces the area of international residences of the new district and a
linear park forms the connection between the church and the residential
buildings.94

Fig.39: A photo of New Bund District Church

Fig.40: A bird view of the district
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94 Clara Ott, "New Bund District Church / Abalos + Sentkiewicz arquitectos," Archdaily,
updated March 20, 2019, https://www.archdaily.com/913499/new-bund-districtchurch-abalos-plus-sentkiewicz-arquitectos?ad_source=search&ad_medium=search_
result_all.
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Analysis
The plan of the building divides different functions into two parts: the secular and religious
areas. There are two covered passages that can ventilate the interior spaces and stress the
access to the sacred spaces connecting the two areas. With the combination of the step,
the bell tower adds to its character, a landmark in the neighbourhood.
To contact with the context, architects designed a public staircase to provide a venue for
outdoor activities and an access for visitors to the garden roof of the church. This garden
roof could be regarded as a natural belvedere, often used in European cathedrals.
The visual features of the furnishings and decoration in the main chapel are classic modern
in character advocating simplicity in the design of Protestant church architecture. The
relationship between the architectural volume and the surface is balanced and improves
the calm and restorative feeling.

Conclusions

Fig.42: Functional areas

A clear partition of different functions is needed in my project. The relationship between
the building and the context should be taken into consideration. In modern Protestant
church architecture, simplicity of the design of the space and the use of materials and
colours is important.

Fig.43: Sections

Fig.41: A calm atmosphere in the assembly space
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Fig.44: A hand drawing of the assembly space (Photo by author)
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A classic work of Protestant church architecture
Church of the Light, Tadao Ando architect, Osaka Japan, 1987
Introduction
“In all my works, light is an important controlling factor. I create enclosed spaces mainly by
means of thick concrete walls. The primary reason is to create a place for the individual, a
zone for oneself within society. When the external factors of a city's environment require
the wall to be without openings, the interior must be especially full and satisfying.” –Tadao
Ando95

Fig.45: A model of Church of Light

Duality
The Church of the Light is full of the nature of duality: void and solid, dark and light, serene
and stark. These coexisting differences give users unlimited imagination and experience.
It is void but not floating. The solid materials give a secure and steady feeling to people
inside and make them think God is with them and they are in His strong embrace. The dark
environment internally contrasts dramatically with the light flooding through the altar
cross. This will generate the sacred and humble feelings hiding deeply in people's heart.
The stark ornamentation implies people leave all secular thoughts outside and bring full
hearts to worship God as soon as they step into the building.

95 Andrew Kroll, "AD Classics: Church of the Light / Tadao Ando Architect &amp; Associates,"
Archdaily, updated January 6, 2011, https://www.archdaily.com/101260/ad-classics-church-of-the-lightFig.46: The assembly space in Church of Light tadao-ando?ad_source=search&ad_medium=search_result_all.
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Shadows
The design of the direction of the building is not random but fully considered. The
Protestant liturgy usually occurs from 10:00am to 12:00am. During this time, the azimuth
of the sun of a year in Osaka is from southeastern 123。to southeastern 165。and the wall
with the altar cross of the building right faces the direction of southeastern 154。that is
between the span. This design enables the light through the altar cross into the assembly
space and the shadows to be shaped inside during the liturgy.

Fig.47: The relationship between the direction of the architecture and the azimuth of sun (Photo by author)

Equality
Ando believes the place of clergy is equal to the audience so he added steps in the seating
area to make the level of chairs higher than the chancel. It brings the eye-level of clergy
standing on the platform the same as people sitting in chairs.

Fig.48: A horizontal level between the eye of the clergy and people sitting in the chair (Photo by author)
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Threshold
There is a triangular space forcing people to bend over before entering the assembly
space from outside. The function of this triangular space is similar to an essential element
in traditional Chinese architecture named "Ping Feng". This provides a visual buffer and
hinders visitors from seeing through the internal space. In church, it also implies the
dilemmas people face before they reach their destination.

Fig.49: The plan of Church of Light and the "Ping Feng" in Chinese traditional architecture

Ando set the location of the entry at the opposite side of the altar cross to give enough
visual span for people to see the entire altar. The comparison between sizes of the
triangular space and assembly space also strengthens the visual power of the flaring altar
for the viewer.

Fig.50: The trick of the location of the entrance (Photo by author)
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Bridge
If the concrete walls and roofs can be regarded as the insulation between the spiritual world
inside the building and the profane world outside, the altar cross with light in the Church of Light
is the bridge connecting the two. Due to the internal darkness it is hard for people outside to
see the interior through the altar cross but people inside are able to faintly see outside through
the altar, reminding them that they still belong to the external world.

Exprience
Fig.51: The bridge effect of the altar cross in Church of Light (Photo by author)

The solid materials of the Church of Light make the internal environment of the building
like a dark box. When a person is in a closed space with no illumination, he will feel fearful
and hopeless. But if a weak light apppears, feelings of hope and security will be generated
immediately. This is exactly what light from the altar cross in Church of Light offers to visitors.

Conclusions
The creation of experiencing Protestant church architecture is important in my project. The
use of light and materials in the building is important in church architecture. The shadows of
the vitals part in the church, the azimuth of the sunlight, the relationship between clergy and
worshippers, and the experience created by the threshold need to be taken into consideration.

Fig.52: The effect of the dark box in architecture (Photo by author)
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A famous contemporary Protestant church architecture with ingenious
structures
Bagsværd Church, Jørn Utzon architect, Denmark, 1976
Introduction
This church was Utzon’s first architectural commission after returning to Denmark from
Australia where he is famous for designing the Sydney Opera House. The Bagsværd
Church is situated in a northern suburban area of Copenhagen. Since the 16th century,
the community of Bagsværd had not had a Protestant church. This building certainly has
left a significant mark on the area.96 It is famous with its internal curved structures. Utzon
fully considered the daylight in the church and created a calm atmosphere inside with his
handling of the curving ceilings.

96 Igor Fracalossi, "AD Classics: Bagsværd Church / Jørn Utzon," Archdaily, updated September
Fig.53: A photo of the assembly space in Bagsværd Church

12, 2011, https://www.archdaily.com/160390/ad-classics-bagsvaerd-church-jorn-utzon?ad_
source=search&ad_medium=search_result_projects.
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Curving ceilings
There is a reason behind the design of the curving ceilings. Because Denmark is in
northern Europe and close to the Arctic Circle, the lowest altitude of the sunshine is 9.4。
which is uncomfortable for people facing the sun. Therefore, typical church architecture
with giant windows is not appropriate in this region. Instead of illuminating through
windows, the architect decided to use a concept of rolling clouds to introduce sunlight
through the ceilings. He used curved, glazed white tiles to control the reflective angles of
the light to meet needs in different parts of the assembly space. These curved shapes also
provide an artistic element and are a visual masterpiece in the architecture of this small
church.

Conclusions

Fig.55: A person in a church receives the direct sunlight from different altitudes (Photo by author)

Opening windows are not the only option for introducing natural light. The choice of the
quality of materials is one of the important elements to create an internal atmosphere in
Protestant church architecture.

Fig.56: The reflection of sunlight by the curving roofs (Photo by author)

Fig.54: A hand drawing of the space (Photo by author)
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Fig.57: The curving roofs in Bagsværd Church
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Fig.58: Chinese young graduates in a divinity school
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Protestant faith in China
Protestantism today has become one of the five largest lawful religions in China and one of the most modernized. However, many Chinese Protestants have a blinkered and utilitarian
approach to the Protestant faith. Nearly 70% of them believe that becoming Protestant will relieve their physical and spiritual pain. 27% of them became Protestant so that their
children would achieve good scores at school. Only 30% of them have true Protestant faith, that of exploring life values and developing good habits. A main task of Protestantism in
China is to correct the misguided interpretation of the faith. Church architecture has always been a tool to deliver a Protestant spirit, so Chinese Protestant church architecture needs
to show the correct path to Chinese Protestants and the public. It should also follow cultural understanding of Chinese people and meet the practical needs of Chinese Protestants.
Protestant faith focuses on the explanation of the Bible and theology, generating new understanding through the development of society. This parallels traditional Chinese thought.
Modern Protestants praise the spirit of entering the world and humanistic care with an according belief in helping, loving and having a positive attitude to life in China. If these spirits
can be well reflected in church architecture, it assists not only the development of Chinese Protestantism, but also the development of Chinese society.

Young Protestant in Shanghai
A survey shows the proportion of young Protestants is growing dramatically in Shanghai, with 18-39 year olds making up 30.3 percent of the total number of Protestants. 19.5 percent
were university graduates, much higher than the average in society. Almost half of the respondents (49.2 percent) had been baptized since 1989. Although many different reasons
were given for religious belief, appreciation of Christian music and art was surprisingly high (35 percent). Those young people are generally attracted first for concrete, practical
reasons such as curiosity about Western culture, but later discover a deeper, more spiritual understanding of the faith. Many people (71.6 percent) had introduced someone else to
the church, by chatting about their experience or bringing others along to services. it is obvious that young Protestants occupy a large proportion of Chinese Protestants in Shanghai
and they will play an important role for the development of Chinese Protestantism in the near future.

Cultural needs of people in Shanghai
A survey showed that a large number of citizens in Shanghai spend a lot of time at art exhibitions and theatrical performances which are becoming an increasingly important part of
their cultural life. Art and drama are good ways to spread Protestant culture and faith. Providing venues for these artistic events can be regarded as a way of offering social services to
meet public need and preaching the Protestant faith.
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Conclusion
To achieve the task of educating Protestants and the public about Protestant faith, my project needs to both include concepts of Protestant values and be easily understood.
Considering that young Chinese people, who are interested in new things, are the main users of the church complex, a modernist style will be chosen as the architectural form for my
building. Due to a public desire for cultural venues, I have decided to include art gallery and theatre spaces in the church complex.
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And God said, "Let there be light", and there was light. (Genesis 1:3)
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Design brief
My design is based in Shanghai, China. Protestantism has a strong foundation there,
Shanghai being one of the first centres where Protestantism developed and It retains a
large folllowing. As part of the project, the complex needs to provide not only spaces for
assembly, dining, meeting and Protestant teachings, but also social service spaces: public
communication, exhibitions and theatre. There will space for other functions reflecting
requirements of the site and the culture.
Through my research I have found some precedents as references for my design and
also factors to be avoided. The selection of materials and architectural forms should
be reconsidered and modified to cater for functions held there and how the space is
experienced. The design is based on religious respect and strives to create a calm,
peaceful, restorative environment that welcomes the public.
The benefit of the design is to increase space for congregations providing a positive
experience for Protestants while offering others the power and values of Protestantism. It
also helps create a stable society by offering cultural entertainment for citizens who are
under extreme pressure in their daily lives.

Fig.59: A combination of Protestantism and social services (Photo by author)
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Design instruction
Based on my research, the complex will contain a total of 1200 to 1300 visitors
simultaneously. There will be three main functional spaces in the building: church,
theatre and art gallery. The church area will include two spaces: one a large assembly
space for both worshippers and the public; the other a split, multiple space solely for clergy
and worshippers to observe religious practice and to eat. In order to unify management
of the complex and also contain sacred spaces, theatre and art gallery spaces will be
in separate architectural volumes but connected with the church. These two spaces are
mainly open for theatre and art exhibitions. Offering a cultural venue to the public would
help them learn and rid them of any prejudice they may have towards Protestantism.
In addition, the theatre and art gallery spaces can be rented out towards the running
costs of the church. Financial support from the Chinese government for the management
of Protestant churches is very limited and this significantly hinders the development of
Chinese Protestantism.
The spaces in the complex can be divided into three parts based on necessary privacy:
Private: Service spaces of church (kitchen, dining, activity room, classroom, office, toilets,
storerooms)
Semi-public: Assembly space of church
Service spaces of theatre (seating, stages, costume storeroom, changing rooms, rest
room, props store room, toilets)
Public: Outdoor spaces (courtyards, front square, back square)
Theatre spaces (lobby, toilets)
Art Gallery spaces (exhibitions)
Public communication spaces (hall)

Fig.60: The organization of functions (Photo by author)
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Site selection
Shanghai is a city on the eastern sea coast of China, historically important. In contemporary China, Beijing has always been the centre of Chinese politics, Shanghai on the other
hand has always been the centre of economy. Shanghai appeals to billions of visitors each year. My design is based in a famous central commercial area of Shanghai, a
pedestrian street on Nanjing Road. Most Chinese and foreign tourists come to this street for sightseeing, shopping and its beautiful classical architecture. According to statistics, last
year there were over 1 million visitors on Nanjing Road pedestrian street per day. The chosen base area needs to be big enough to deal with such a high flow of visitors. Before
choosing a location, a rough calculation of the base area is needed.
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Calculations of the proposed base area
Based on the metric handbook:
Theatre: Theatre seats vary in size between 0.38m2 and 3.05m2. Assuming there will be 300 seats, total seating
area should be around 114m2 to 915m2. Full stage width should be at least 12m for a small scale all-purpose
theatre. Depth needs to be roughly 9m. Thus, the stage area should be around 108m2. Including hall, services,
and circulation space the total area of the theatre should be approximately 700 to 1200m2.
Church: The seating area in the assembly space is 0.5m2 to 0.6m2 per person, plus a 500mm width gap between
rows, 450m2 to seat 400 people. Although other parts of assembly space such as the platform, the organ and
facilities control have no specific size requirements , they often occupy half the total area of the assembly
space, making it 900m2. In addition the dining space must be at least 200m2 for 400 people to eat together. The
kitchen, office, other activity rooms and toilet can take up to another 200m2. So the total area of the church is
approximately 1300m2.
Gallery: No designated requirements but the minimum distance between two facing exhibits must be 5m for
visitor comfort. This gallery could hold 600 people simultaneously, a standing person occupies 0.36m2. Including
spaces for exhibits, the total area of the gallery will be 600m2 to 800m2.

Fig.61: Site location (Photo by author)

The front square: Churches often attract people who stop outside, look and take photos, so there is a front
square for crowds to gather. The decision regarding size of the square depends not only on the number of visitors
inside the building, but also the number of pedestrians. Through synthesizing the two points, the front square will
be 500m2 to 700m2. This decision is based on the fact that vehicle acess is prohibited on Nanjing Road and so it is
often very crowded with foot traffic.
The courtyard: In my project this can be a space to connect circulation among the three volumes and hold
activities such as outdoor weddings and speeches. Therefore, the area of the courtyard should be large enough to
meet these needs, 500m2 to 1000m2.
In conclusion, the total area of the proposed site should be 3600m2 to 5000m2.
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The chosen site
Based on the calculated site area, I narrowed down two options on the street:
The left site is close to the beginning of the pedestrian street. Current buildings on the left site are modern shops and restaurants. It was chosen because it faces a public park
providing a good view. The right one is near the end of the street and most buildings on the site are shabby. The left site has a longer span on the side of the street than the right
one, so this elevation has more potential. But I looked through the future plan for the area and I found the right site will be rebuilt. In order to make my project more realistic, I
finally decided to choose this one.

Fig.62: The plan of the unchosen site (Photo by author)

Fig.63: The plan of the chosen site (Photo by author)

Fig.64: The existing buildings on the unchosen site (Photo by author)

Fig.65: The existing buildings on the chosen site (Photo by author)
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Fig.66: The site location from a larger span (Photo by author)

Site condition
The site is located in Huangpu district in central downtown, an area of high density
commercial and residential architecture.
The site is close to Huangpu River which is an important boundary that divides Shanghai
into an old and a new district. The site is in the old district, 1250 metres from Huangpu
River. There is a branch of Huangpu River named Wusong River (Suzhou River) to the
north of the site. It is about 500 metres from the site to this branch of the river. At the
southwest of the site, there is an important central park, People's Square, with many
visitors every day.
Fig.67: The site location from a smaller span (Photo by author)
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Fig.68: Analysis of building varieties in the context (Photo by author)
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Analysis of building varieties
According to the anlysis of buildings (left) most surrounding
architecture is for commercial use. Notably, there are several
residential buildings to the east and northeast of the site. In my
research I found they were all hotels and would not affect my project.

Fig.69: Analysis of the height of buildings at the northern side of the Pedestrian Street(Photo by author)

Analysis of building heights
Most of the surrounding buildings are over 28 metres high. The
buildings to the north and west of the site are relatively low. This
means that for it to be prominent the church must be relatively high.
Fig.70: Analysis of the height of buildings at the southern side of the Pedestrian Street(Photo by author)
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Fig.71: Shadows of buildings at 10:00am on June 22th (Photo by author)

Analysis of shadow cast

Fig.72: Shadows of buildings at 10:00am on December 22th (Photo by author)
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Shanghai is in the Northern Hemisphere. The altitude of the sun is highest in June
and lowest in December. Thus, buildings cast the longest shadows in December. The
shadow picture at 10:00am on December 22nd shows a small part of the southern
side of the site shaded by the surrounding buildings. This must be considered in
the design.

DESIGN|SITE ANALYSIS

The site area
The total area of the site is 5300 square metres. It is a rectangular
shape taking up the whole block from the pedestrian street to
Tianjin Road connected by a lane at the eastern side.

The street characteristics
Vehicles are prohibited in the pedestrian street and lane, but
not Tianjin Road. Tianjin Road is a one-way street, vehicles enter
from the east to the west. The pedestrian street is popular and
has a large visitor flow each day. Visitors move mostly from west,
People's Square, to east, The Bund, a very famous scenic spot in
Shanghai.

Fig.73: The area of the site(Photo by author)
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Thresholds
As the pedestrian street has more visitor flow than Tianjin Road, the main entrance of the
building should be on the south of the site. The lane at the eastern side of the site has the
least visitor flow and is more private than both the pedestrian street and Tianjin Road, so
the second entrance for the congregation should be on this side.

Fig.74: Analysis of streets (Photo by author)

The location of the main elevation of the building
For the church complex to be prominent, the main elevation needs to be on the south of
the site with a broad view. Based on the analysis of surrounding visual lines, the best view
of the site is from the crossing between the pedestrian street and the lane on the east.
Thus, the main elevation of the building is to be in the southeast of the site, facing the
crossing.

Fig.75: Analysis of view points (Photo by author)
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Transition partition
Based on the entrance and exit arrangements above, the site can be divided into three
parts: the public area in the south, the semi-public area in the middle, and the private area
in the north.

Fig.76: Transition partition (Photo by author)

Programming
According to this analysis, the courtyard, front square, theatre spaces, art gallery spaces
and public communication spaces should be situated in the south of the site. The assembly
space of the church and the service spaces of the theatre should be in the middle and the
service spaces of the church should be in the north.
Next, the specific location must be decided. First, the service spaces of the church need
to be close to the second entrance, so they are in the northeast of the site. The assembly
space of the church needs to have adjacent service spaces for the convenience of the
congregation, so it should be near the north. Considering the rest of the space and the
location of the main entrance, I decided to introduce a central line crossing the courtyard
from the main entrance to the assembly space of the church to stress the important
position of Protestantism in the site. This inadvertently cut the other parts off and divided
into two parts, one for the theatre and the other for the art gallery. But it seems this made
no difference. Finally I decided to locate the theatre in the west because the audience
would approach mainly from that direction.
Fig.77: Programming (Photo by author)
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Fig.78: Trinity in Mandarin (Photo by author)

Trinity
The Trinity is an important concept in Chinese Protestantism because it helps describe the
nature of God. People are living in a three-dimensional world and each physical object has
its own width, depth, and height. Although one person can be like another in looks, voice,
or behaviours, he cannot to be actually the same. Each person is a distinct individual. But
God it not limited to this three-dimensional universe becuase He is spirit. He has a more
complex identity. This is why Jesus the Son differs from the Father, and yet is the same.
The Bible says, God the Son, God the Father, and God the Holy Spirit, but stresses that
there is only ONE God. Thus the term: "Tri" meaning three, and "Unity" meaning one,
becomes Tri+Unity = Trinity. Through this, the Bible reveals that God is three "Persons" who
have the same essence as a deity. Given the central importance of the Trinity in Chinese
Protestantism, this concept is used to inform the design of this project.
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Fig.79: Structure of The Trinity
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Fig.80: The development of the concept (Photo by author)
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Fig.83: Perspective of Scheme 2 (Photo by author)

Fig.81: Perspective of Scheme 1 (Photo by author)

Scheme 1:

Scheme 2:

Based on the site analysis, first
I set the main entrance at the
southeast of the site. I made
the assembly space close to
the main entrance so people
needed to climb stairs to enter.
The stairs implied the path
where people come close to
God.

Based on scheme 1, I made a
triangular gate for the main
entrance. I also added two
architectural volumes to shape
an altar cross in the site.

Abandoned reason:
T h e a l ta r c ro s s wa s to o
obscure and still did not show
the concept clearly. But I thought
the triangular gate was a good
idea and kept it.

Abandoned reason:
The concept of The Trinity was
not shown in this scheme.

Fig.82: Plan of Scheme 1 (Photo by author)

Fig.8

Fig.84: Plan of Scheme 2 (Photo by author)
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Fig.86: Plan of Scheme 3 (Photo b
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85: Perspective of Scheme 3 (Photo by author)

Fig.87: Perspective of Scheme 4 (Photo by author)

Fig.89: Perspective of Scheme 5 (Photo by author)

Scheme 3:

Scheme 4:

Scheme 5:

Based on scheme 2, I
explored the possibility of
the shapes of architectural
volumes to show the Trinity.

I realised scheme 3
might be a dead end
and I stepped back and
restarted from the very
beginning of my design.
At this time I introduced
a strong central line into
the site to connect the
main entrance and the
main body of the church.
I set volumes with other
f u n c t i o n s at t h e t wo
sides of the central line
to make the entire design
sequential.

Based on scheme 4 , I integrated
the fractured volumes. Besides,
I modified and flattened the
central line so people do not
need to climb stairs any more. I
changed its rectangular shape to
a triangular shape and extended
it onto the church volume.

Abandoned reason:
It was too disorderly and
unsystematic and lacked
aesthetics..

by author)

Abandoned reason:

Abandoned reason:
Unlike rectangular volumes,
triangular volumes included
s p a c e s t h at we re u n u s a b l e
so each architectural volume
still needed to be tested and
modified.

The architectural volumes
are split and fractured.
Fig.88: Plan of Scheme 4 (Photo by author)

Fig.90: Plan of Scheme 5 (Photo by author)
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Fig.92: Perspective of final Scheme (Photo by author)

The final scheme
Based on scheme 5, I did tests for the converging spaces and made modifications to the
shapes of the building. I added a triangle at the western side extending into the church
volume at the north. The shape of the eastern volume was changed and the heightened
to improve efficient use of the space.

Fig.91: Plan of final Scheme (Photo by author)
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Conceptual models

Fig.93: Photos of conceptual models (Photo by author)
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Master plan
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Fig.94: Master plan (Photo by author)
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The central line through the building
The inspiration behind the design of the central line draws on Protestant faith. In the
Bible, "the Spirit of God was hovering over the waters".97 Protestants believe water is a
symbol of the Holy Spirit. There is a triangular cut at the centre of the courtyard and it
spreads out at the main entrance of the complex to create a stream of water. The aim
of this central line with a stream running through the courtyard is to create a feeling
that the Holy Spirit arrives with those who are passing the courtyard and entering the
assembly. In Scheme 5, the width of the water in the central line was wider than the
final scheme and it occupied a large area. To increase the size of the courtyard and
improve its practical efficiency, the stream of water was narrowed and glass, which
has similar qualities to water, was included. At the beginning of the main entrance,
visitors cannot walk across the stream and this divides visitors in two, entering from
both sides of the courtyard. Yet approaching the assembly, the streams gradually merge.
The width allows visitors to walk from one side of the couryard to the other in a single
step. The central line does not stop when it reaches the wall of the assembly spaces.
Instead it divides into two glass branches: one enters the assembly space on the ground
and ends at the front of the altar cross and the other as an opening on the assembly
wall travels through, skywards. The two paths imply different meanings. The one ending
at the front of the altar cross implies the destination of Protestants and the Holy Spirit.
The other pointing to the sky shows a different path, that of the Holy Spirit.

97 "Bible," Connect, The international Bible society, accessed September 27, 2019, https://www.
biblica.com/bible/.

Fig.95: Plan of the central line (Photo by author)

Fig.96: The branch of the central line that goes up to the sky (Photo by author)
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Fig.97: A section from the central line (Photo by author)
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Water feature
The church complex is designed with a system for the collection and circulation
of rain water. When rain falls onto the external claddings, it will be drained
through the inclined facade and the cavity between claddings and framings into
channels on the ground. These channels are connected in a ring surrounding
the entire building. Water will be collected and finally channelled at the main
entrance into the central line and flow to the baptistry pool inside the church.
Drainage under the baptistry pool takes water to the municipal drainage
system.
Protestant implications: Water is The Holy Spirit. Rain from the sky represents
The Holy Spirit of God falling from Heaven to ground and surrounding the
church complex in channels to protect it. The Holy Spirit flows to the church
through the central line and vanishes at the wall. But it still exists underground
and finally for those who are being baptised in the pool.

Fig.99: Perspective of channels (Photo by author)

The channels allow people to see the church complex closely, but not touch the
building. It is like God who has close connections with Protestants but Protestants can
only reach God through prayer
Fig.98: Drainage plan (Photo by author)
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To keep water clean and avoid unnecessary
construction difficulties, the internal channel
in the art gallery is not connected with the
external channel. There is a mirror under
the internal claddings to give an illusion of
the connection and to evoke a feeling of the
internal space of the art gallery connecting
with the context.

Fig.100: Details of the system of the collection of rain water(Photo by author)
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Ground design within context
The texture of the tiles on the receding square is the same as those on the existing pedestrian
street but the colour is darkened to form triangular shapes, responding to the architecture
and visual points on the street. The darkened triangular tiles extended from main entrance
are darker than other three triangular tiles to emphasise the location of main entrance.
Fig.101: Plan of darkened tiles on the receding square (Photo by author)
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Fig.102: Perspective of darkened tiles (Photo by author)

Soft Thresholds
Courtyard and public communication corridor in the chuch complex are designed as soft thresholds for people who go
from Pedestrian street (Profane) into assembly (Sacred). Besides, the colour of tiles at main entrance which becomes
from dark (outside) to grey (triangular gate), and to white (courtyard) tells people the change of context when they
step into the courtyard.
Fig.103: Metaphor of soft threshold (Photo by author)
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Fig.105: Visitors on the Pedestrian Street

Three entrances on the main elevations
Three entrances improve circulation of people and prevent large numbers of visitors
blocking the receding square.
The three entrances lead people into different spaces. The left entrance leads them to the
theatre and the public communication corridor. The middle entrance leads them into the
courtyard. The right entrance leads people to the art gallery.
Protestant implications: The main elevation, the middle and biggest one, implies The
Father who has characteristics of an anchor in The Trinity. The left one implies The Son,
who is human, because this entrance leads to the public communication corridor which is
a space dominated by humans. The right one implies The Holy Spirit because it is a gate to
the art gallery which is a place of spiritual enjoyment.

Fig.104: Plan of three entrances and receding square (Photo by author)
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Fig.106: Three entrances (Photo by author)
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Three architectural volumes
The church complex is divided into three architectural volumes: a church, a theatre, and
an art gallery. The church occupies the dominant location on the site, the main use of the
church complex. The theatre and art gallery are situated at two sides of the church.
Protestant implications: The three architectural volumes emphasise the number "three"
in The Trinity. The dominant location of the church implies the anchoring charateristics
of The Father in The Trinity.

Fig.107: Plan of three architectural volumes (Photo by author)
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Fig.108: Model of church volume (Photo by author)
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Fig.109: Model of theatre volume (Photo by author)
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Fig.110: Model of art gallery volume (Photo by author)
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Circulation
Based on different levels of privacy within the spaces, circulation in
the church complex is divided into three: routes of visitors, routes of
performers and theatre staff and routes of the Protestant congregation
and clergy.

Egress design
There are two emergency exits in the theatre, one emergency exit
in the assembly (church), and one emergency exit in the art gallery.
According to Chinese building codes, the distance between a point
in a room to the door must exceed 15m. The distance between
a point in a building to the door which leads to an open ground
must not exceed 40m. The distance between two stairs must not
exceed 80m. The church complex meets all the requirements above
through tests.

Fig.111: Ground floor plan (Photo by author)
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Annotation: Parts of the first floor, second floor, and third floor in the drawing are large scaled.

Fig.112: Perspective of circulations (Photo by author)
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Church spaces
The church is divided into two functional areas: assembly and service. Assembly space is open to both the public and Protestants. The entire assembly space is centred by an
altar cross and a baptistry pool. The chancel on the ground floor is cut into two parts by the baptistry pool and shaped as angel wings. There is a strip of glass on the middle ground
connecting the baptistry pool and the central line in the courtyard. The seating areas in the assembly are divided into seven triangular shapes and set underground. People can
enter these areas through corner ladders. There are seven glass windows on the northern wall and they resemble sunlight coming from above. The first floor consists of two
mezzanines and the western one has seating. All spatial forms and furnishings in the assembly are triangular in shape to emphasise the concept of The Trinity.
The service area is only open to Protestants and clergy. People can enter it through the northeastern entrance of the site. The service area is connected with the assembly area by
an opening at the eastern side of the chancel. The service area is divided into one large space and several small spaces. The large space is for Protestants' regular dining after Sunday
services. The small spaces are for clergy offices and Protestants' daily activities.
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Fig.113: Ground floor plan of the church volume (Photo by author)
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Fig.114: First floor plan of the church volume (Photo by author)
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Protestant implications:
The central location of the altar
cross and baptistry pool shows
they are important in Protestant
faith. People enter the pool from
the east chancel and exit from
the west chancel, which implies
they experience new life after
baptismal ceremonies and reach
the Bund where God is (China is
an eastern country and God is in
the west). The winged shape of
the whole chancel enhances the
sacred character of people on it.
The strip of glass in the middle
ground integrates the whole
central line, which implies The
Holy Spirit entering the church,
with human beings. The image
of seating under ground is to
emphasise the concept of The
Trinity. Besides, seven areas of
seating together with the seven
glass windows on the northern
wall implies people are born in
the embrace of God through
Genesis in the Bible.

Fig.115: Model of assembly (1) (Photo by author)
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Fig.116: Model of assembly (2) (Photo by author)
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Fig.117: Section A-A (Photo by author)
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Fig.118: Perspective of assembly (Photo by author)
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Theatre spaces
The seating in the theatre is on three floors.
A viewing platform is located on the highest
(third) floor. A pathway in the west end of the
lobby is mainly used by performers and staff.
There is a back door in the north of the service
rooms for people entering the theatre from the
church.

Fig.119: Ground floor plan of the theatre volume (Photo by author)

Fig.120: First floor plan of the theatre volume (Photo by author)
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Fig.121: Second floor plan of the church volume (Photo by author)
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Fig.122: Third floor plan of the church volume (Photo by author)
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Fig.123: Model of theatre (1) (Photo by author)
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Fig.124: Model of theatre (2) (Photo by author)
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Fig.125: Section B-B (Photo by author)
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Fig.126: Perspective of auditorium (Photo by author)
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Art gallery spaces
A rc h i te c t u ra l co m p o n e nt s i n
most modern art galleries are not
permanent and can be changed
according to different needs and
intentions. To achieve this aim,
structures and staggered floors
in this art gallery are designed in
light-weight materials and can be
removed. The current space is only
one of many arrangement options.
The space in the art gallery consists
of five stag gered floors with
triangular shapes. Each floor panel
is supported by three columns at
each corner.

Fig.127: Ground floor plan of the art gallery volume (Photo by author)

Fig.128: First floor plan of the art gallery volume (Photo by author)
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Fig.129: Second floor plan of the art gallery volume (Photo by author)

Fig.130: Third floor plan of the art gallery volume (Photo by author)
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Fig.131: Model of art gallery (1) (Photo by author)
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Fig.132: Model of art gallery (2) (Photo by author)
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Fig.133: Section C-C (Photo by author)
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Fig.134: Perspective of art gallery (Photo by author)
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Public conmmunication corridor
Through research, I found most Chinese Protestant church architecture only provides communication
spaces for Protestants, not the public. The intention of designing this space is to encourage the public
to communicate with Protestants and help them learn about the Protestant faith. It provides a shelter to
protect visitors from extreme weather such as the rain and summer heat in Shanghai. It also can be a pathway
to the church when the courtyard is not available. There are nine triangular openings on the eastern wall of
the corridor. They introduce natural light into the space and lighten it. The openings also provide ventilation
through the entrance. Each bench beside the eastern wall is cut into two inter connecting triangles. People
sitting on the two triangular parts will naturally face each other, encouraging communication. All benches
are placed on the shaded facade of the wall to avoid direct exposure to the sun.
Protestant implications: The triangular shapes of natural light and openings emphasise the concept
of The Trinity. The roof in the corrider is lowered and narrowed as it gets closer to the entrance of the
church. The compressed space implies visitors arrive, arrogant and profane in attitude, they will become
humble through the wash of sunlight from the openings when they enter the church.

Fig.135: Ground floor plan of public communication corridor (Photo by author)
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Fig.136: Section D-D (Photo by author)
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Fig.137: Perspective section of public communication corridor (Photo by author)
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Fig.138: Perspective of public communication corridor (Photo by author)
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Courtyard
The courtyard is an access bridge between the three architectural volumes. People
can go from one volume to another directly through the courtyard.
Protestant implications: Concrete implies The Father in the church complex.
The concrete walls of three architectural volumes surrounding the courtyard is
like an embrace of The Father. People moving from the pedestrian street into the
courtyard implies people stepping from the profane to the sacred

Fig.139: Plan of courtyard (Photo by author)
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Fig.140: Perspective of courtyard (Photo by author)
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Fig.141: Model of courtyard (1) (Photo by author)
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Fig.142: Model of courtyard (2) (Photo by author)
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③

①
Please see details in water feature (page 97)

②

④
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⑥

⑤

The converging spaces
The church complex has seven parts of converging spaces that cannot be used
by humans. The reason they are retained is they improve the spatial experience.
Some of them can also be used as storerooms.

⑦
Fig.143: Perspective section of converging spaces (Photo by author)
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Structure design
Precast concrete panels are used as claddings of the architecture. They are fixed to the
framing which is a huge steel skeleton. The bottom of the steel skeleton is under ground
and set with concrete foundations. These concrete foundations are connected with each
other.
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Fig.144: Framing structures (Photo by author)
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Elevations

Fig.145: Eastern elevation (Photo by author)

Fig.146: Southern elevation (Photo by author)

Fig.147: Western elevation (Photo by author)

Fig.148: Northern elevation (Photo by author)
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The three materials
Three main materials are used in the church
complex: concrete, timber, and glass, which
respond to the characteristics of The Father, The
Son, and The Holy Spirit in The Trinity. Besides
meeting practical needs in the church complex,
these materials are used as specific architectural
components to show the spirits in Protestant faith.
There is one kind of concrete, two kinds of timber
and three kinds of glass. The different number of
each kind of material being used together implies
the three identities of God which differ from each
other but are One.

Fig.149: Structures of the selection of materials (Photo by author)
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Fig.150: Main entrance perspective view (Photo by author)
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Fig.151: Second entrance perspective view (Photo by author)
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Fig.152: Lane perspective view (Photo by author)
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Fig.153: Courtyard perspective view (Photo by author)
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Fig.154: Access to western mezzanine perspective view in assembly (Photo by author)
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Fig.155: Baptistry pool erspective view in assembly (Photo by author)
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Fig.156: Assembly perspective view (Photo by author)
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Fig.157: Western entrance of assembly perspective view (Photo by author)
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Fig.158: Chancel and seating perspective view in assembly (Photo by author)
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Fig.159: Eastern mezzanine perspective view in assembly (Photo by author)
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Fig.160: Northern Access to western mezzanine perspective view in assembly (Photo by author)
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Fig.161: Southern Access to western mezzanine perspective view in assembly (Photo by author)
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Fig.162: Central line perspective view in assembly (Photo by author)
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Fig.163: perspective view from western mezzanine in assembly (Photo by author)
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Fig.164: Entrance perspective view in theatre (Photo by author)
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Fig.165: perspective view from stairs in the lobby of theatre (Photo by author)
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Fig.166: Perspective view from ground-floor audience seats in auditorium of theatre (Photo by author)
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Fig.167: perspective view from the stage in auditorium of theatre (Photo by author)
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Fig.168: Perspective view from second-floor audience seats in auditorium of theatre (Photo by author)
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Fig.169: Perspective view from the western access to service area of theatre (Photo by author)
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Fig.170: Entrance perspective view in art gallery (Photo by author)
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Fig.171: Perspective view from ground-floor of art gallery (Photo by author)
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Fig.172: Perspective view from first-floor of art gallery (Photo by author)
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Fig.173: Perspective view from stairs on third-floor of art gallery(Photo by author)
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Fig.174: Public communication corridor perspective view 1 (Photo by author)
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Fig.175: Public communication corridor perspective view 2 (Photo by author)
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CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this project was to explore possibilities of the multiple functional use and create a new architectural form for Chinese Protestant church
architecture. It has sought to improve the awkward situations of Chinese Protestant churches in society and providing a social platform for Protestants and
the public who live in the central area of Shanghai. Through offering social services in the church complex to the public, there is great opportunity to improve
their understanding of Chinese Protestantism and reduce the prejudice which exists in Chinese society against the church. It helps the flourishing of Chinese
Protestantism. In addition, young people who bear pressure from their work, family, and study in Shanghai can seek peace and social spiritual connections in
fellowship with others. The church complex provides artistic and cultural entertainment and this can reduce crime and suicides, which is good for the health
of the community.
Through the employment of architectural and Protestant research practices including theology of Protestantism, conditions of Chinese Protestant church
architecture, and architectural precedents. The project was achieved in the form of a multi-functional Protestant church complex in Nanjing Road, a
Pedestrian Street, in central Shanghai. It is based on the idea of The Trinity from the Protestant faith to develop the concept of "three" and the triangular
shapes. It combines the characteristics of The Son, The Father, and The Holy Spirit to create the architectural forms, external and internal spaces, architectural
volumes, architectural materials, architectural structures, architecture and the context, and spiritual creation. Due to the particularity of Chinese Protestantism,
the project has fully considered the relationship between Chinese Protestants and the public and all the special needs of the liturgy and Protestant activities
have been met in the church complex. This project proves that a Chiense Protestant church architecture is not lmited to single functions and single users. It
shows that the coexistence of Protestantism and social services in a church complex is capable, and Chinese Protestant churches are able to survive in central
commercial areas in China. This project offers a reference for the flourishing of Chinese Protestantism in China from architectural perspective.
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TOWARDS
THE FLOURISHING OF CHINESE PROTESTANTISM: AN
ARCHITECTURAL ENQUIRY, SHANGHAI

CONCEPT

KAI FAN 1478506

Shanghai is a metropolitan city in China with a growing number of young people. While these young
people enjoy the high standard of living offered by the city, they are are under intense pressure from
their work, family and study. Many turn to God and convert to Protestantism in a search for spiritual
strength and to relieve this pressure. This has increased a need for Protestant church architecture in
Shanghai. However, the government and building developers are not willing to invest money in the
construction of such churches due to its single functional use. This leads to a small number of churches
being built in Shanghai hindering the developmentment of Chinese Protestantism.
The Protestant church complex in this project explores multiple possible functions of the building
and encourages government and building developers to see the value of Protestant church
architecture. Moreover, instead of being limited to a single function, diversified church architecture
helps Protestantism become more firmly rooted in Chinese society and aid an understanding of the
universality of the Protestant faith. Good Protestant church architecture appeals to more worshippers.
My research focuses on literature about Protestant faith, the relationship between Protestant
communities and Protestant church architecture in China and its social use. An analysis of precedents
in architecture is included to help me understand existing forms of Protestant church architecture and
how to combine them with religious and secular needs.
The outcome of this project is to create a new architectural form for the Protestant church: a Protestant
church complex providing both religious and social functions. The aim is to offer both a meaningful
spiritual experience to Chinese Protestants and a platform for the public to learn about the Protestant
faith. A future vision of the project is to promote this new architectural form to other Chinese cities
and engender a flourishing of Chinese Protestantism.

Trinity
The Trinity is an important concept in Chinese Protestantism because it helps describe the nature of God. People are
living in a three-dimensional world and each physical object has its own width, depth, and height. Although one person
can be like another in looks, voice, or behaviours, he cannot to be actually the same. Each person is a distinct individual.
But God it not limited to this three-dimensional universe becuase He is spirit. He has a more complex identity. This is why
Jesus the Son differs from the Father, and yet is the same. The Bible says, God the Son, God the Father, and God the Holy
Spirit, but stresses that there is only ONE God. Thus the term: "Tri" meaning three, and "Unity" meaning one, becomes
Tri+Unity = Trinity. Through this, the Bible reveals that God is three "Persons" who have the same essence as a deity.
Given the central importance of the Trinity in Chinese Protestantism, this concept is used to inform the design of this
project.
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MATERIAL CONCEPT

Three architectural volumes
The church complex
is divided into three
architectural volumes: a
church, a theatre, and an art
gallery. The church occupies
the dominant location on
the site, the main use of
the church complex. The
theatre and art gallery are
situated at two sides of the
central line, like guardians
p ro te c t i n g c h u rc h . T h e
three architectural volumes
emphasise the number
"three" in The Trinity. The
dominant location of the
church implies the anchoring
charateristics of The Father
in The Trinity.
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And God said, "Let there be light", and there was light. (Genesis 1:3)
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Water feature
The church complex is designed with a system for the collection and circulation of rain water. When rain falls onto the external
claddings, it will be drained through the inclined facade and the cavity between claddings and framings into channels on the
ground. These channels are connected in a ring surrounding the entire building. Water will be collected and finally channelled
at the main entrance into the central line and flow to the baptistry pool inside the church. Drainage under the baptistry pool
takes water to the municipal drainage system.
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The central line through the building
The inspiration behind the design of the central line draws on Protestant faith. In the Bible, "the Spirit of
God was hovering over the waters".1 Protestants believe water is a symbol of the Holy Spirit. There is a
triangular cut at the centre of the courtyard and it spreads out at the main entrance of the complex to
create a stream of water. The aim of this central line with a stream running through the courtyard is to
create a feeling that the Holy Spirit arrives with those who are passing the courtyard and entering the
assembly.
1 "Bible," Connect, The international Bible society, accessed September 27, 2019, https://www.biblica.com/bible/.
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Now the earth was formless and empty, darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was hovering over the waters. (Genesis 1:2)
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